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Legal hassles won't stop midnight  'shopping 
I 
~f i~ i :  ~ d ~"~ The municipality, 
" "~~' i~  however, is threatening 
the merchants with legal 
~ retaliation because the 
evening hours are in 
contravention of 
The merchants are 
~~, , .~ ,~. - , - f  ~ municipal by-laws. 
~,~ aware they are con- 
~: travening the by-law, but 
Twelve merchants in 
the 4600 Block Merchants 
Association face charges 
as a result of a municipal 
clampdown on an opemg 
hours by-law. 
The merchants on 
Lakelse Avenue are 
planning a "Midnight 
Madness' special sale 
tonight which would have 
stores re-opening from 8 
p.m. to midnight. 
Tom Chesterman, 
licensing inspector for 
the municipal 
municipality, said he met 
"brief ly" with the 
merchants Tuesday 
morning and informed 
them that what they were 
doing was against the 
municipal by-law and 
they would be liable to 
charges. 
Chesterman did not 
indicate what the result 
i! ~ ~ i ~ ' ~ - - ,  "~ are saying this is a FLORENCE,  Ore. 
special case. tAP) -- The city of 
• ~. ~ ~ : ~ . ~ . ~ t t ~ l  "Everybody does it', Florence has passed a 
~ ~ ~ . ~  ..... but most of the time the law against sexual inter- 
"~ ~ - ~ :  ~ /-~ ,~ ~.~:.> city turns a blind eye," course. • 
i~ ..,.,i ~s~-~,t ~' '~  . ,)~, ~.  .~. ' ' ~ ~ I  :'o~ according to one 4600 ::: The prohibition against 
,~: ~.~,~- ~ ~ I ~  ~ ~  ~'~. block merchant. ~- ,.~ ~,'~, ~ ~ . ~  ... sex wasn't intentional. It 
drug stores which are nuisance ordinance 
' .~ :~~ ~ , ~ ~ ~  only allowed to sell approved recentlybythe 
1 ~ ~ i ' "  * " " i ° ~ U ~ 1 1 1 ~ ! ; /  W ~  :" drugstobacc°afterand preseriptiOnhours, hut council. 
I i~i~- ' ,  . ~ ~/ ~ ~ f /  nM,  t l ~  l ..... 7 actually 
~,:~ "~" ~'"~' :~ ~ " ~ ~ ~  ~IE4~W'~ ~ ,' . merchandise, and illegal to have sexual 
~'  ' ' " ~ ~ ~ ' ~  ( r "  • another case when a intercourse "while in or 
..... ~ . . - ~ / - ~ - ~ ' i ~ / ~  ~. II _ ~ • large department store in view of a,public or 
, t_ . - -~  . ' - . . .~.  ~ ~ ~'..,, ~ :  .~: ~ an Old Age Pensioner What the city fathers 
"~' ~ ~ ~ , '  " - , .  ' "~~ k " ......... , sale recently. (and mothers) were 
of these charges would 
be, stating only that it 
would be up to the courts. 
Other by-laws are 
enforced, Chesterman 
said, to "the best of the 
municipality's" ability. 
Merchants were ex- 
tremely reluctant to 
discuss details of the 
situation, stating only 
that because of advance 
advertising, they plan to 
go ahead with the sale. 
More by-law 
trouble 
trying to do, was ban 
lovemaking in public 
places--and in private 
places that can be seen 
from public places. 
But nobody figured out 
until a few days.ago that 
the wording of the new 
ordinance rules out sex in 
pu.b!ic or pr!ya.~. 
City OttlCmlS are 
making no plans for 
enforcement. City 
Recorder Alice Hunt said 
the wording was supplied 
by City Attorney David 
Clark, who sees no humor 
in the situation. 
TERRACE 
4600 Block merchants face closure during midnight shopping special .  
i 
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Drop Fort Nelson 
Pay phone bills 
by mail 
VANCOUVER (CP) - -  About 10,000 B.C. Tel building to two pickets at 
Shoppers Drug Mart has employees have been off each of eight entrances. 
agreed not to accept the job since Thursday 
British Columbia following a series of The firm owns a 
Telephone Co. phone bills rotating strikes. Service building housing 137 
THURSDAY, DECEMBER I, 1977 and their payment at its is being maintained by tenants including a B.C. Tel office. Construction unionized stores, Doug 2,000 supervisors. 
Booth a spokesman for Booth said the union work at the building was 
the Telecommunications also is pressuring the brought to a halt as a 
A .V ,L~A,~ ~j ' ]~¢"~i f t (~a , re  "~- i!~;t~ workers, Union said company by attempting result of the picketing. 
Tuesday. to get supervisors or- Mr. Justice' F. C. 
dered off sites were they Munroe ordered pickets 
to refrain from any acts ,, ~ are doing repairs . 
' . ' i :  . ,  ~ We are contacting Meanwhile Laurelton of trespassing un..the 
. . . . . . . . . .  'to,save mo - .  . . . . . . . .  n . . . .  " 1 ~ ...... n . mrt'.mstop ";'aiited a ,B C Sunreme tllreatenm•, ~l!t,.~l..~ung 
' " ' them collecting phone ~ourt inluncfion T~esdav Or intedeitngin"~'w~iy 
VANCOUVER (CP) - -  The Fort Nelson line, new traffic loads via a ~ . • • , bills during,!he period.of which J limits union with persons, seeking 
Dropping Fort Nelson's plagued with washouts, completed Pease Lake ' ~. ' . r t~a- t  ~.~g,.t , , .~.s, i  ' " the lockout, ~Booth stud. nicketing at its city entry to the buildmg. 
$100 million rail link in has ,cost $75 million in line and an Alaska hook- ]~  | -~1 | | | | | .a  | -  
capitalexpendituresand A'rl" l" "rig up might change the situ- 
favor of trucking op- haslost$25 million in its LONDON (CP)- -  The 1 ~ne ~cenc~ erations will save ation in five years time. ~, 
millions of dollars sixyear• life. Five-year Buchanon detailed the "Every act seems to 
Without causing major forecasts predict a fur- effects of trucking Evening Standard ' ' reject him in an attempt 
social disruption to the ,her $20 millionloss, operations on the Alaska devotes almootan entire to validate her. Every tioned in rManitoba 
community, the B.C. Rail plans to put Highway and included in .i~age t.eday to mlalysing swerve her career takes ques 
McKenzie • commission an additional $35 million -the ,list of benefits a me actions of-Margaret seems designed to urove 
into British Columbia into the line in an redu~.~.,,d shippinl time Trudeau, estranged wife to Mrs Trudeau" her 
Railway affairs heard .upgrading pro ject  from 26 h0urs-~y rai l  of the Canadian~pfime belief that she can be OTTAWA (CP) - -  An possibility of embar- not be Suspended and 
Tuesday..  . -starting m!xt:year, have fr.om Fort St. John to Fort minister, and concludes, what she wishes-- just bv air safety inspector was rassment to the minister Langsaidbe agreedwith 
Commission economist forced the royal corn- 'Nel.~on, tO jus t  •eight "She exists in a ' fantasy wishing, - urged by a senior official and any other potential this. ::: 
Brian Buchanon said mission to consider filing hours via road. •world of her own, in- ' Walk~r reviews Mrs. last spring not to suspend political implications He said the civil rights: 
closure benefits during an interim report with the : Rail line closure will finitely more glamorous Trudeau's vast the operating licence of a which may result from of the operator and the. 
the next five years in- provincial cabinet before double or treble traffic on than the political one of headiine--graf)bing smallair l ine to avoid suspension action." interests of the corn-: 
eludefixed and operating thenew year on whether the 250 miles of Alaska her husband, which she activities and touches on political embarrassment Published reports this infinities served must be. 
savings of $34 million to to close the line. Highway between the two left." "her plunge into photo- to Transport Minister week said a report by two considered. " 
$90 million. Bochanon said that communities, he said. A journalism ... the attempt Otto Lang, Progressive transport investigators "The inspector cannot: 
Buchanon said social even optimistic traffic major portion of the road, Alexander Walker, to host an American TV Conservative Dan attacked what they said be judge and executioner" 
• . . 6, " , ,  upheaval would .be mcreases for the rad hnk owned b the federal writi on how show, and now the MacKenzie said Tuesday. was lax enforcement of at the same time," Lang 
• , Y ng '" MacKenzie, MP for air safety rules across the said. .'. negligible because five- merely bring bngger government, is expected MaruaretTrudeau announcement of her role 
year projections how a losses for B.C. Rail and to be paved by 1983. hack"e~J out of one in a film that purportedly Winnipeg South Centre, country, particularly in ~. 
net gain of jobs in the costs of catering for extra Buchanon said trucking limelight into another, attacks the basis of read the Commons northwestern Ontario. MacKenzie presented a.. 
Fort Nelson-Fort St. John traffic generated by a in Abe north is uniaue says ~hal~ "if any con- Canadian society." transport committee a Lang said the telegram motion calling for Bolduc:: 
. . . . .  • - ~-- - , • . ,, copy of a telegram signed "has words in it that I to appear before the. area in northeastern B.C. northern pnpelme m- because labor shortages smtency in the way she s Writes Walker. The ~ 
of 52 with the rail ex- crease over-all osses by are chronic, and con- behaved since the'break truth as I see it is that by R.L. Bolduc, director don't think are ap- committee to exp!ain. 
tension in. "The loss of $8 million, ditions call for specially- with her husband was Marg aret~ Trudeau is a of aeronautical licensing propriate or wise or sen- what he meant. 
at the ministry of tran- Bible." He said he had in He said later in an the line would not appear "A five-year suspen- trained drivers who can confirmed, it's in the fact rather pathetic victim of sport, outlining reasons no way authorized such a interview he is aware of 
to  have a large or sion of the Fort Nelson cope with loneliness and that every act she has a fortunately fairly high- 
significant employment extension would be a danger, nevertheless if committed repudiates class sickness of our for net suspending the If- message. SHOULD GET two air accidents in 
impact hen ... the social logical recommendation the initial choice were one kind of celebrity and time. I meanthe insidious cence held by Tomahawk CHANCE recent years that resulted 
dislocations associated evolving from con- open today, Fort Nelson at the very same time lure that people of mere Airways, based in nor- . The telegram, dated in 14 deaths and could 
with closure do not ap- siderat!ons of this would have been better seems to "be seeking glamor possess in the thwestern Ontario. May 12, also said the have been prevented by 
pear to be significant, report, Buchanon said, served by trucking rather"celebritv of another eyes of people of real The Winnipeg-based airline operator must be more stringent on- 
he said. adding that only massive than rai l  ~ ki.nd" " power." inspector was told he given a chance to show forcement of regulations.' 
. • ., must "fully consider the why the licence should affecting light aircraft.: 
Joe Clark's visit to Vancouvercompleted by pie in face ,: 
I|y ItOIAEIt SMITll B.C. Questioning-Coyote QUE~TIONEDFLAVOR activities that RCMP sector, cut the cost el 
VANCOUVER (CP) -- "The real reason l'm Brigade andlater said his "1 can wipe off Custard officers would undertake • government,apply 
i regressive Con- here is to p ick up my group also was respon- myself, or is it banana on their own. programs such as 
servative party sup- pie," he told reporters Bible for the pie that hit cream?" asked Clark. "Mounties don't act unemployment i surance -: 
porters, got , a taste of after arriving from Ed- Justice Minister Ron ,, Repliedhis questioner:,, that way, unless they are differently in various :.' 
what it s like to be party men,on. "1 understand Basford during a recent Custard, 1 believe, under orders," he said. areas and suggest 
leader, ,M°nday night, but,, that the Conservative pie Liberal Party caucus in I)espRe that hint, "And the question we mandatory sabbaticals ..: 
Joe Clark said he d hasn't been delivered B.C. security personnel did not have to get answered in "so that each senior civil : 
already had enough, yet." The Anarchist Party of stop the man, who lofted this case is who gave servant will have • to :! 
The surprise second It was ready and Canada (Groucho- the pie from about I0 feet what orders to the RCM- spend two weeks each .: 
dessert at a $125-a-platc .waiting attheUniversity Marxist) claimed credit away. Anticipating' such p.,, year living with the 
fund-raising dinner here of B.C. and was delivered for throwing the pie that an incident, organizers of Clark told party sup- consequences of his regu- 
was coconut-cream pie, as Clark left a,question- hit provincial Human Clark's two-day visit had porters that he senses a lations." 
thcsamc flavor as the pie and-answer period with Resources Minister, Bill requested extra security, growing feeling of "We might take the 
that splattered Clark students. Vander Zalm during last' About six RCMP officers frustration among deputy minister of 
earlier in the day and NOT CIIAItGEI) week's Social Credit were present When the Canadians, a feeling tha! transportation and ship 
made him the latest A, man, who, ,had convention, pie was thrown. Canada's problems will him to Bella Coola (an 
victim of British questioned "the Con- Clark's assailant, who Clark defended the prove impossible to solve, isolated village on British 
Columbia's pie-throwing .~rvative leader during is not a UBC student, had Mounties during his "As serious as the Columbia's north coast) 
craze, that session, pushed asked Clark during the saying that it is the problems oftheeeonomy for two weeks," said 
After 70o guests had through the crowd and question period about he government, not the are and as serious as Clark. "And suggest that 
finished the chocolate landed the.pie on the left " ' ' 
mousse listed on the side of Cl9rk's head. Tbe security officers ac- RCMP, that is re- the problems of unity are, they ship his luggage." 
companying him and sponsible for alleged perhaps the single most "I could find 10 people 
menu, waitresses pie-thrower, , , was ,aP" about what would happen illegal' police activities: serious problem we face in this room," said Clark, : 
paraded into the banquet prchcndcd by RCMP "The strategy of the as a country today is the "who are better qualified hall with 70 pies topped officer,s/but was relcascd to someone who threw a government is to blame 
with sparklers. (.lark sense that we can't solve to develop economic . . . .  aflcr Clark declined to pie. declincdhis portion cvcn Clark said he didn't the RCMP for decisions the laroblems." strategy for the real taken by its ministers," though Im had joked press cliarg~s, think the officers were he said. He saida Conservative world than any com- :: 
earher in thcday that pie The man said he is a there to protect him . lle said break-ins and government would en- mittee of deputy -: 
was why he imdcome to member of the New against pic. barnburnings are not courage the private ministers." ~. 
~[: v]  
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News agency break-in unnecessary 
By LEW DIGGS 
MONTREAL (CP) -- 
RCMP analysts con- 
cluded last year that an 
illegal police break-in at 
a left-wing news agency 
in October, 1972, was 
unnecessary and inef- 
fective. 
An internal RCMP 
report, tabled Tuesday at 
a Quebec inquiry,' was 
prepared in March, 1976, 
shortly after an RCMP 
constable on trial on an 
unrelated charge 
revealed that police were 
responsible for the break- 
in at the Agence de 
Presse Libre du Quebec. 
The report said an 
"operations group" of six 
ofhcers who helped plan 
the raid believed the 
break-in succeeded in 
destroying a group which 
sharedthe news agency's 
building and was believed 
to be a legal cover for the 
Front de Liberation du 
Quebec (FLQ). 
But the analysts wrote 
that in 1972 the FLQ itself 
was demoralized, devoid 
of popular support, and 
composed of new cells 
manned by "vulgar petty 
criminals committing 
thefts, obtaining arms 
and dreaming of airplane 
hijackings rather than by 
revolutionaries inspired 
by Che Guevara." 
WAS NO THREAT 
After the FLQ's defeat 
in the 1970 October Crisis, 
"the conduct of the neo- 
FLQ showed that ... it 
could not constitute a 
serious menace to 
national security," they 
said. 
"Nevertheless, taking 
into account the paranoia 
created by October, 1970, 
at the time, police forces 
could have been justified 
in thinking the contrary." 
Attached to the report 
was an explanatory letter 
to RCMP security service 
director Michael Dare• 
from Chief Supt. Donald 
Cobb, head of the force's 
security and intelligence 
operation in Quebec. 
Cobb pleaded guilty 
last May along with two 
other senior officers--one 
each from the Quebec 
provincial and Montreal 
police--to a charge of 
authorizing the raid 
without first obtaining a 
search warrant. 
His letter gave a 
summa~'y of the dispute 
between the operations 
group and the analysts 
"who are generally 
critical of this sort of 
operation." 
HAMPER AGENCY 
The theft of documents 
from the Movement for 
the Defence of Quebec 
P s re  n os i  
(MDPPQ) was designed 
to "kill the organization 
completely" and to 
seriously hamper the 
work of the Agence de 
Presse Libre. 
The operations group 
suspected the news 
agency of having links 
with international ter. 
rorist and revolutionary 
oups. 
ut the analysts wrote 
that the raid was poin- 
tless because "the 
MDPPQ was already a 
moribund, leaderless 
movement rife with in- 
ternal dissension" and 
hardly in a position to 
serve for an FLQ which 
was itself disorganized. 
Cobb wrote that the 
theft of Agence de Presse 
Libre documents may 
even have reinforced the 
agency's dynamism. 
The report says Cobb 
was only informed of the 
raid at the last minute 
and authorized it because 
security seemed "air- 
tight" and a withdrawal 
would have harmed 
relations with Montreal 
and provincial police. 
Meanwhile, wrangling 
between the inquiry and 
the federal solicitor- 
general's office continued 
as federal lawyers ob- 
jected to an attempt o 
obtain internal RCMP 
documents pertaining to 
as-yet undisclosed ac- 
tivities of the Mounties in 
Quebec. 
Michel Robert, 
representing Solicitor- 
General Francis Fox, 
said he would hand over 
only those documents 
pertaining to events he 
said were covered by the 
inquiry's mandate--the 
news agency break-in, 
the burning of a barn 
used by leftists, the theft 
of Parti Quebecois 
membership rolls and the 
theft of dynamite by an 
RCMP agent. 
He said later that the 
existence of other 
documents does not 
necessarily mean that 
other illegalities oe- 
currsd. 
In another develop- 
ment Tuesday, RCMP 
Sgt. Henri Pellet ier 
testified it was possible 
that the ,.M°unties' 
security serwce used 
informants inside CNCP 
Telecommunications and 
the Canadian Overseas 
Telecommunications 
Union to intercept 
telegrams. But he de- 
scribed the information 
as hearsay. 
AWARE OF THEFT 
Pelletier, in his second 
appearance on the wit- 
ness stand, said he was 
also aware of Operation 
Ham--the code name for 
the theft of Parti 
Quebecois membership 
Mail volume 
to decline 
TORONTO (CP) -- A 
further decline in the 
volume of mail handled 
by the post office is ex- 
acted when postal rates 
mcrease on April 1, an 
executive ofthe Canadian 
Direct Mailing 
files and financial in- He said he heard 
formation in a Jan. 9, rumors that "the 
1973, raid--and thought it dynamite was needed to 
was legal, give to a informer in 
order to give him status" 
in terrorist circles. 
He also said one of his Pelietier said he never 
.s si d r o b u asked about he incidents 
participated, without his because the officer had 
prior knowledge, in the been acting under orders 
theft of dynamRe and the from Staff Sgt. Donald 
burning of an Eastern McCleery, one of 
Townships barn. Pelletier's own superiors. 
Basic bomb 
building course 
QUEBEC (CP) --  A junior college ~s  
suspended six chemistry teachers for instrueung 
students on bow to make incendiary bombs, 
smoke grenedee and other explosives in the 
school's laboratory, even though the college 
administration had approved of the classes. 
Yvon Hamel, director-general of the govern- 
ment-funded Limoflou College, said Tuesday 175 
students took part in the experiments. 
The students were given a small red book 
called Le Commando de Pit" (The Bang Com- 
mando) which put them in a hy~thetical 
situation in which they were pitted agmnst a col- 
lege administration a d police were called in to 
end a student demonstration. 
"So here you are," the booklet says. "You need 
arms. Why not manufacture them? You have 
everything you need in this college--an equipped 
laboratory." 
The idea was to interest the students in 
carefully monitored experiments with ex. 
plosives, Hamel said. 
Jacques Couture, co-ordinator for the college 
chemistry department, said that quantities of 
explosives had been closely controlled and no 
danger was involved. 
MADE FIRECRACKERS 
But Couture, who was not involved in the ex- 
periments, aid some students had taken small 
amounts of explosives from the laboratory and 
used them as firecrackers, in the halls of the 
5,200-student college. 
Hamel explainei that the college ad: 
ministration learned of the booklet Nov. 7 and 
told the chemistry department to suspend the 
experiments and explain the idea . . . .  
But on Nov. 10, after hearing trom me macnsrs 
involved and advising the RCMP, the admin- 
istration authorized continuing the experiments 
except for one involving a percussion grenade, 
illegal under a federal explosives law. 
The experiments continued for four days, until 
the diroctorgeneral of a provincial govermnent 
council overseeing Quebec olleges oroerea me 
experiments cancelled. 
On  Monday, six teachers participating in the 
exi.).eriments were temporarily suspended by the 
couege. , 
Pr~ov.incial police said they have been looking 
into'th~c~e together with municipaz police 2or 
about wO:Wesks,. ,* " 
Volkswagen 
conspiracy 
VANCOUVER (CP) -- 
A preliminary hearing 
began Tuesday into 
charges seven Van- 
couver-area Volkswagen 
car dealers conspired to 
prohibit or lessen com- 
petition in the sale or 
~z~p ly of Volkswagen parts in Greater 
Vancouver between 
September, 1974, and No- 
vember, 1977. 
At the request of 
postal rates which defenee lawyers, ' 
average 21 per cent for Provincial Court Judge 
the various classes of David Moffett ordered a 
mail at a time when the ban on publica.tion of 
a 
guidelines are for in- 
creases of six per cent. 
Heather said there is a 
roceedings of the 
earing, expected to last 
until Dee. 21. 
Charged under the 
Combines Investigation 
Actare: Wetmore Motors 
Ltd., Volkswagen Pacific 
Sales and Service (1975) 
Ltd., Guildford Motors 
Ltd., Clarkdale Motors 
Ltd., Capilano 
Volkswagen Ltd., 
Westminster Volkswagen 
(1975) Ltd. and Cowell 
Motors Ltd. 
The Crown does not 
claim that Volkswagen 
Canada Ltd. was in- 
volved. 
News strike 
Bugging investigation wasted 
VICTORIA (CP) -- the equipment might be did not know anything 
used to hsten in on union about he operation, and Deputy Attorney-General 
Dick Vogel saidTuesday 
that publicity over a 
wiretapping operation in 
the Victoria area means 
that a month-long in- 
vestigation has been 
wasted. 
He said a wiretapping 
centre was set up m a 
garage in the Victoria 
suburb of Saanich to 
investigate organized 
crime, and it was un- 
fortunate that striking 
British Columbia Tele- 
phone employees 
disclosed zts operation. 
Vogel said the resulting 
publicity means, the 
operation will have to be 
shut down, and therefore 
three weeks to a month of 
police work has been lost. 
Saanich Police Chief 
Bob Petersen said, 
• however, that discovery 
of the listening post 
should not affect any 
investigations. 
"I don't think it blows 
the operation," he said. 
"The location of the 
listening post and the lo- 
cation of the target don't 
have to be that close 
together." 
WON'T SAY WHOSE 
Vogel refused to 
disclose if the 25-phone 
operation would be set up 
elsewhere, or whose lines 
were being tapped. 
The operation was 
made public Saturday by 
striking Tele- 
communications Workers 
Union members who said 
they were afraid it was 
being used to monitor 
union phones. 
A spokesman for the 
provincial government's 
Co.ordinated Law En- 
forcement Unit (CLEU) 
said Tuesday the 
operation was run by the 
Joint Forces Operation 
(JFO), the investigative 
arm of CLEU. 
He said the JFO is 
concerned only with 
organized crime. 
"We are not involved in 
any labor dispute and we 
don't want to be," the 
spokesman said. "That is 
our (telephone) lines, and 
that is that." 
He added that there 
were only 25 phone lines 
running into the garage, 
not 50 as claimed by the 
union. 
OTHER LINES 
"But we do have 25 
lines elsewhere and 
they're all billed to ge~er 
so anyone seeing a gibing 
certificate might think 
there was 50," the 
spokesman said. 
A union representative 
d 
saying there is a "50-pair 
cable in there, but only 20 
lines. 
Resident of the house, Beamish, who 
Frank Beamish, said he refused comment. 
that he rents the area in- 
valved to his son, Bill 
later 
Camarata 
Camarata, a Canadian 
group will be here next 
Saturday, December 3rd 
at 8:15p.m. in the R.E.M. 
Lee Theatre for a per- 
formance in our concert 
series. Terrace Concert 
Association is proud to 
continue presenting such 
excellent quality artists 
as we have been for- 
tunate in seeing this year. 
Camerata-The Friends- 
from Toronto has 
received high praise from 
many places. They were 
recently in Vancouver 
and were reported robe. 
relaxed, natural  anti 
skilful by Ted Wing of 
"The Province". He 
described their concert 
there as par excellence. 
Camerata were resident 
at ~the Shaw Festival for 
hree. seasons. It was 
here that their in- 
were hot to start with-- - . . . . .  
the 30 others were con- 
nected just before' the 
strike and it was the 
timing of it that made us 
so nervous." 
coming 
novative programming 
made that Festival's 
music programme one of 
the most talked about in 
the country. 
Camerata constantly 
springs suprised, the 
lightning virtuosity of a 
Quantz flute solo can 
swing into a Jaxx- 
Baroque concerto. Even 
a specially arranged 
version of Bach's Musical 
Offering is on tap. 
Their "Romantic 
Revival" features 19th 
Century Costumes for the 
great salon music of 
Smetana, Saint-Sachs 
and Bizet. Their program 
in Terrace will he form 
works of Mozart, Brah- 
ms, Rossini and Arensky. 
Tickets can be obtained 
at the door or by Seasons 
Subscription. for other 
information about this 
concert call 635-5024. 
He said that even 
though CLEU has 
claimed responsibility for 
the operatmn, there is 
still some concern that 
Bartenders 
" bow out 
VANCOUVER (CP) -- application because of 
The Hotel, Restaurant pressures, not because of 
and Bartenders Union, threatended expulsion 
Local 40, Tuesday with- from the federation. 
drew an application "It was .. an error on 
before the British our part to even apply for 
Columbia Labor Re- certification," he said. 
lations Board to Welsh said he sought 
represent workers at a out,local 40 because he 
nenghborhoed pub ~ fears /SORWUC con- 
already represented by centrates 'too much on 
another union, board women's issues, Bimini's 
registar Run Boone said. eniploys mostly women. 
The workers are 
represented tn~ the 
• Retail Service, Office 
Workers Union of Canada 
(SORWUC), which has 
been on strike at Bimini's 
pub for six weeks. 
Head bartender Victor 
Welsh, who organized the 
local 40 signup, said the 
bartenders umon backed 
away from the dispute 
after the B.C. Federation 
of Labor warned that the 
union could be expelled 
from the federation. 
The federation's 
constitution states that no 
affiliate can take part in 
any action that would 
assist an employer in a 
strike situation. Bimini 
owner Peter Uram 
refused to negotiate while 
the certification fight was 
on. 
Glen Morgan, vice- 
president of local 40, said 
the union withdrew the 
FOR PRIVATE USE OR BUSINESS 
AUTOVEST 
Before you buy, Investigate the advantages of this rent- 
to,own plan. All monies paid apply to purchase. Why 
tie up your cash or borrowing power, tat and last 
months rent and drive away. 
EXAMPLES 
Based on 36 month lease 
78 F 250 pickup 76 Econoline Van 76 C 100 Chev pu 
S148.00per month Si36.00per month S129.00per month 
lease end price lease end price lease end price 
$2,175.00 $1,975.00 SI ,675.00 
or simply return or simply..return or simply return 
76 Camaro HT 76 Zephyr Sedan 78 Dodge Van 
$139.00per month $124.00per month $129.00per month 
lease end price lease end price lease end price 
$2,025.00 $1,62S.00 $1,875.00 
or s!m, ply return or simply return or simply,, return 
76 Fiesta 3 dr. 78 FI50 4 x 4 78 Olds Cutlass 
S99.00 per month $1S5.00per month $139.00per month 
lease end price lease end price lease end price 
SI400.00 $2,275.00 $2,025.00 
or simply return or simply return or simply return! 
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION 
CALL LARRY HAYES- RICHARDS 
COLL ECT 987-7111 
BELMONT LEASING LTD. 
1160 MARINE DRIVE 
NORTH VANCOUVER, B.C.D.00479A 
Association says. decline in the volume of ROME (Reuter) 
Edward Heather, 
resident of Postal 
romotions Ltd., said 
that, based on what 
happened after rates 
increased in 1968, there 
will be an inevitable de- 
crease in volume, par- 
ticularly in second-and 
third-class mail. 
He said association 
directors are surprised 
the government would 
impose an increase in deliverin~ bills. .. 
.*.*...-.-.....-.-.-*'...**...*.'.%-.'*'*'.;.,..-.*.'.'.'.'..'.'.'.'.'*'*'.'~¢~ *~*~;~*~*;`~; * ;;**;~;;:;`~;~;~***~*~;~;~;*;~;~.1*;:;~*;~;~;*;`*;~;.*;*~*;~  
****************************  , . . . , o* .%%%. .%,  * * e * . * . *  * ************************  • • • * * * .  • • o • • * * * • • • • ° • • • * • * ° • • • • ° • * ° • • • • * * • ° • • * • 
Applications are 
commence January 3, 1978. 
1. GradeS- 6 
2. Grade 6 
3. GradeB. 7 
4. Grade6- 7 
5. Jr. Sec. Science_Biological sciences, background preferred. 
Please forward applications with supporting documents promptly 
to: 
secondand third-class Newspaper, news -- ~ ~ ~ M m ~ ~ . m z ~ z ~  
mail being sent, yet these agency, radio and |0HRIS,S JANITOR SERVICE 
two classes are getting television journalists, 
the highest rate in- teletype operators and ~ once again offers 
creases, print workers throughout . " RKDUOEO PRI¢KS R He said the increase Italy went on a 24-hour 
willmakeprivatecourier striketoday. Thejoumal- I 
services even more ists' and printers" unions 
competitive with the post seid the news blackout i ~ l 
office and may tempt was aimed at urging the 
companies like Bell government o ensure 
Canada to find an employment and to 
alternative way of safeguard the newspaper 
FOR XHAS | 
S©50dDktriet No288 OllP : ..... 
I s top  .... 
(TERRAUE) l GUANINE 
invited for the following teaching positions to i "LET SHTA 
"y 
! .u  ,,s sL.u t --wouldBackgr°undbe a  inasset.athletics, especially basketball ~ OH J 0LE,AH ~ | 
-Background in Art, Music, or Elementary 1 GIRPET" Jr v | IM  I[ 
French would be an asset. 
--Sufficient knowiedge to teach Elementary Band ~ NovEMBER %~t~'1~'~I  
desired. 
-This is a new position. ~ 1 . . . .  -SPECI& A 
CHARGEX ' = 
round f rred. BEAT THE RUSH I n VISA . .  . supporting documents promptly t  nillll OALL II0W Foe A | Brntush Columbia has a flavour 
Mr. F. M. Hamlltnn i District Superintendent of Schools FREE ESTIMATES | you won't find anywhere else. 
! Box 460 
Terrace, B.C. VeG 4B5 ~ 635"6588 l .  " 
, * * • * . ,%°. . , . , -  %'*'*'*'*'* • • %*~.' . ' , '° ' .** '* '* '* * • * . ,%~ **., . ,%',*, ' , '* '* '* '* '* ' . '* '* "*'*'*" *'*'*'*'.'*'.'.'*'*'o'*'*','*'.'***'*'*'*'.'***'*'.'*'*'*~***'D'*'*'4 ,**', ' ,  .%°.,,,.,o*.%.~..**.%%%%1~Q .o.e°o.o.o.%%%%%%%%.%...t o%. o.o .o .*.o,*...%%%%*~.*~.%..°.%%%%%%..%%%%%%%%%%%%%%1~,%%%%% , .~,%%' .  
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Safe driving week kicks off in Terrace 
( 
~.~ | ~ / 
. k % ~ / " ~  ' t r i l l  .... ) 
\ 
. .  . . . 
"~. o" a im~t  time f~ stepped-up road blocks. 
Bicyclers have to practice safe driving habits too. 
Many children die 
in car accidents i :  
Eight Hundred and four of children thatn other 
children under the age of accident free drivers. 
four were killed in Every time a driver set 
out with a young 
passenger, that driver is 
responsible for the child. 
Accepting. that respon- 
sibility as an adult means 
making sure the child is 
safely buckled in an 
approved child restraint 
system. If not buckled in, 
the child becomes a small 
human projec~le when 
the unexpected crash 
OCCurS ,  
Notwiths~nding laws 
in some provinces, some 
adults claim the' right to 
choose whether or nto to 
wear safety equipment --
often without questioning 
the vlaue. Neither those 
nor any other adult has 
the right to make that 
same choice on behalf of 
a young child. 
One Safe Driving Week 
tip from the Canada 
Safety Council: Children 
should always ride in the 
rear seat of a vehicle. 
Canada during the ten 
year period 1965-1975, and 
another 36,714 were in- 
jured while they were 
passengers in 
automibiles. 
Other statistics at the 
Car/ada Safety. Council 
show in one recent year, 
6,061 people of all ages 
dies as a result of traffic 
accidents, and 220,941 
others were injured. The 
Council estimates that 
about seven per cent of 
all those, or 424 and 15,466 
respectively, were under 
the age of 16. 
These accidents were 
unexpected. Most ac- 
cidents are --  atl least by 
those involved in them 
even though sometimes 
other can anticipate 
them. They were unin- 
tended, and "caused" by 
drivers no less concerned 
for safety and weft-being 
Pedestrian focus 
of this year's campaign 
It may seem strange to 
focus attention of 
"pedestr ians" in Safe 
Driving Week. Strange, 
that is, until it is realized 
that collisions involving 
vehicles and pedestrians 
result in the third larges 
group, of Canadian traffic 
fatahties. 
But that's not the whole 
problem. 
Using the latest figures 
available, more than 64 
per cent of all Canadian 
pedestrian fatalities are 
people either under the 
age of 15, or over the age 
of 55. In other word, 
people least able to watch 
out for themselves. 
People who lack traffic 
experience, who may be 
wrapped up in an 
imaginary game, or The Canada Safety 
whose eyesight may be Council has no panacea 
fading and whose for pedestrian accidents, 
reactions may be slowing but reiterates time 
down. honoured maxisms: 
ONever emerge into 
It is simplistic to traffic from between 
simply tell drivers to take parked cars 
extra care around oCross only at in- 
pedestrians, but on a tersections or controlled 
more positive note crossing areas 
drivers can be advised to oil using a crossing, 
pay special attention give on-comingdrivers a 
when they see either chance to stop 
children or the elderly at oWalk facing traffic 
the side of the road, and when there are no 
to expect just about sidewalks 
anything! oat night, wear 
Most frequently, something white -- or 
regardless of age, better still -- reflective 
pedest r ian  fa ta l i t ie  oUsecommonsesse. In 
result more from pedestrian-vehicle ac- 
pedestrian errors than cidents, the pedestrian 
from driver negligence, always comes off worst. 
/ 
8 
. ... : 
Radar traps shouldn't be an Incentive for maintaining the speed limit. 
..~., - . . . . . .  , r . I t *  
f 
2 - 
,j 
Drivers should be wary of pedeotrlans in parking lots. 
• ~.~ !4 ~ J L ~" ' r " ~ " " 
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Russians explain presence .Not enough care 
o_.,o,,o.o,,,,, . . . . .  zn home shoppzng OTTAWA (CP) -- Pravda, a sincerely grateful for this," said He added that it now is roughly 
Circulation. 635.6357 Sterling Pubilehert Moscow daily newspaper, has the article. 220 kilomeires west of Prince 
published an article explaining ASKED QUESTIONS Patrick Island, in an area ap- 
what he Soviet Union is doing at its The CBC crew dropped in proximately g00 kilometres north 
ice floe research station in the unannounced in January and asked of Inuvik, N.W.T. 
Canadian Arctic. questions about what the Russians NOT RECOGNIZED 
The article, translated and were doing. They were greeted The Russians do not consider 
distributed here by the Soviet news cordially and their questions were North Pole-22 to be in Canadian 
agency, Novosti, appears to be a answered by station commander waters. Canada has drawn its 
response to news reports that have N.V. Vinogradov. boundaries to the North Pole but 
hinted that the ice station, North "So far as we know, the film these are not respected in- for defects when buying a
• HAMILTON (CP) -- 
Jeff Davies, who spends 
most of his time climbing 
ladders to inspect roofs, 
shingles and gutters, says 
the average person 
spends more time buying 
a shirt than in checking 
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Image 
deteriorated 
By VIC PARSONS 
OTTAWA (CP) -- Canada's friendly and hospitable 
image, once cited by Americans as the country's 
biggest single tourist attraction, has deteriorated in 
recent years, a federal tourism official said Tuesday. 
Roland Boire, general director of marketinj; for the 
Canadian government office of tourism, sazd latest 
surveys in the U.S. show that Americans feel Canada 
is less attractive as a vacation spot because of a 
"perceived anti-Americanism." 
"Our people were once our biggest attraction," 
Boire told a Commons trade committee xamining 
spending by the tourism office. "But most recent 
surveys how we are less attractive." 
Boire blamed the scant attention the U.S. press pays 
to Canada for part of the problem. Whenever U.S. 
reporters do come here, they are focussing on 
negative vents, he said. 
But he added: "Americans are enthralled with the 
idea that hey eanleave their hotels in the evening and 
walk about he streets in safety. That is impossible in 
almost every major U.S. city." 
For the first nine months of 1977, the number of 
foreign visitors entering Canada fell by 2.2 per cent o 
27.7 million. More than 90 per cent of the foreign 
visitors were Americans. 
FACES A DEFICIT 
Because of the decline in visits to Canada nd an 
increase in Canadian travel abroad, the country faces 
a deficit in its travel account approaching $2 billion 
this year. The travel account measures spending by 
foreigners in Canada nd Canadians abroad. 
Th~committee was meeting to discuss an addition 
to the tom.Jam office's budget of $1 million for 
promotional purposes. Tom Fletcher, assistant deputy 
minister for tourism, said rising costs of advertming 
abroad, partly in response to the devaluation of the 
Canadian dollar, hadtaken a large bite out of the 
office's $24-million budget. 
Progressive Conservative John Crosbie (St. John's 
West) criticized the government for reducing the 
office's taff two years ago as pert of an austerity 
program and also criticized the absent trade minister, 
Jack Homer, for a blast at the travel industry. 
Homer said in a recent speech that rudeness, lack 
service, poor quality and rundown quarters are 
damaging the industry. 
"How are we going to attract tourists if the minister 
says we have a bad product?" Crosbie asked. 
Fletcher eplied that Homer was saying industry 
and government should work together toward im- 
provemenis. The government was concerned that he 
tourism industry was losing its share of the market. 
MAY CHANGE LAW 
Fletcher also said he is cautiously optimistic that a 
U.S. tax law restricting expenses Americans can 
deduct while attending foreign conventions would be 
amended early in 1978 to exclude Canada, Mexico and 
the Caribbean. 
He said lOO U.S. associations cnnce!!ed conventions 
scheduled inCanada this year because of the law. This 
had cost Canada $35 million. 
Another 100 associations considering having con- 
ventions here had not confirmed them, at a potential 
loss of $35 million more, he said. 
Fletcher said the government is examining a for- 
mula under which tips would be considered part of 
hourly income of travel industry employees. 
Canadian minimum wages are higher than those in 
the U.S., with the result hat he cost structure of the 
tourism industry here is higher. 
About 14 of the 50 U.S. states have introduced a
similar formula. 
'| 
"Can't you get on wlth your work without 
watching me all the time?' 
Pole-22, is a spy base. about the North Pole-22 shown on ternationally. 
Pravda's article said the 21 Canadian television has bee, Last June, three French 
researchers at the base are con- received with goodwill and •great newspapers said the Soviet Union 
ducting scientific observations on interest by Canadians," said the is using the ice floe as a floating 
the atmospbere, ocea and ice. Day- story, spy base. One, France Soir, said 
to.day information isbeing relayed It adds that North Pole-Z2 was the Pentagon has urged Canada to 
to the world weather watch for use established Sept. 13, 1973, and has use discretion in monitoring the 
by any nation, drifted 7,532 kilometres in four base because Washington also uses 
It also mentions the visit earlier years, "and now is in the area of ice floes for surveillance. 
this year of a CBC television crew Canadian-Alaska sector of the Canadian Forces photographs 
to the ice floe and Defence Minister Arctic." have shown that he floe, about 5.6 
Barney Danson's Sept. 27 message Canadian Forces reconnaissance kilometres long and 3.2 kilometres 
to the researchers, aircraft and fighter jets have been wide, contains everal huts, many 
Dansonflew over the ioestation keeping track of the flnatin8 tents, more than 12 vehicles and 
and droppeda packugecantaining stahon. A &fence department five hel icopters . '  
a large Canadian flag, a message spokesman said Tuesday that it The base is supplied by transport 
of goodwill and a beer mug. has been photographed several aircraft hat land on a long snow- 
"The Soviet Arctic explorers are times, packed airstrip. 
~ r "  ~,:, ,~"'~'~ ~ 
Allowable oil exports cut 
OTTAWA (CP) -- 
Allowable xports of Hght 
crude oil to the United 
States will be cut by 
nearly 60 per cent next 
year, the National 
It estimates that the 
amount of high-sulphur, 
heavy oil that might he 
available for shipment in 
1978 at up to 140,000 
barrels a day. Heavy oil 
Last spring, after a 
hearing that delved into 
oil reserves, the board 
announced it intended to 
cut light oil shipments to 
about 54,000 barrels in 
1978, 20,-000 barrels in Energy Board said exports now are running 
Tuesday. at about 130,000 barrels. 1979 and 1,000 barrels in 
It was the latest in a 1980. No shipments are 
The board, reaffirming continuing series of cuts expected after that date. 
a decision it took last, in oil experts since 1973 
spring, said the when they peaked at 1.5' MORE OPTIMISTIC 
maximum amount of the million barrels aday. The But the latest 
low-sulphur content oil it change to a policy of statement from the board 
will allow to be shipped reducing exports came indicates that it now is 
starting Jan. 1 will drop shortly after in the wake more optimistic about re- 
to about 55,000 barrels a of pessimistic studies by serves of heavy oil. 
day from current levels the board of~domestic oil In the spring report, the 
of about 137,000. reserves. " beard expected to cut 
Hard to dru  up interest 
TORONTO (CP) -- Lockheed Corp., 
under contract with the federal 
government toprovide a long-range 
patrol aircraft fleet for Canada, says 
it is hard to get Canadian 
businessmen interested in the project. 
In addition to building the CP-140 
Aurora aircraft, Lockheed is com- 
mitted to placing more than $900- 
million worth of associated business 
in Canada by 1995. 
Tev Gray, a manager with 
Lockheed Aircraft of Canada Ltd., a 
subsidiary of the California-based 
firm, said Mondaythat Canadian 
businessmen have been reluctant to 
get involved. 
"I have just been amazed that I 
haven't had more response," said 
Gray, resident manager for industrial 
benefits in Ontario, Manitoba and 
Saskatchewan. 
"I think there's areluctance on the 
part of many Canadian manufac- 
turers to come forward, to tell us what 
they can do." 
Ed Herrmann, deputy manager of 
the CP-140 program, said Lockheed 
has placed about $125-million worth of 
business with about 200 Canadian 
companies but said the companies 
have shown little interest. 
"Why? I don't really know,' 
Herrmann said. 
Since comingto Canada year ago, 
Gray said he has visited nearly 250 
companies, assessing their products, 
trying to line them up with 
Lockheed's uppliers in the United 
States. 
But less than 10 per cent of those 
companies followed through with 
proposals, Gray said. 
Gray has a counterpart covering 
Alberta and British Columbia and 
another handling Quebec and the 
Atlantic provinces. 
Together they have visited nearly 
500 Canadian companies but the 
negatiVe attitude has been the same 
across the country, he said. 
Herrmaun said Canadian eom- 
[,anies do not appear to have the 
ggressive marketing organization 
we have in the United States." 
:"Maybe marketing should be en- 
couraged." 
heavy oil shipments to 
110,000 barrels in 1978, 
99,000 in 1979, 88,000 in 
1980 and 77,000 in 1981. 
saA beard spokesman 
those estimates had 
been changed after heavy 
oil production increased 
more than expected while 
domestic demand fell 
slightly. That left more 
for export. 
Although the board set 
the general ` figures in its 
statement, a  also said the 
actual daily levels of 
exports will be set each 
month on the basis of 
production forecasts and 
domestic demand for the 
fuel. 
Not included in the 
figures for export are oil 
exchanges now in 
operation between 
companies operating in 
the two countries. They 
currently amount to 
about 60,000 barrels a 
day. 
Under such swap 
arrangements, oil is. 
provided to refiners in the 
northern portions of the 
mid-western states. In 
exchange, the U.S. 
companies have to return 
an equal amount of oil to 
Canadian refiners in the 
eastern provinces. 
The government says 
that under this 
arrangement, Canada 
can help maintain sup- 
plies to the northern 
refiners, historically 
dependent on Alberta 
crude, while at the same 
time reducing net ex- 
ports. 
house. 
"Often, they're in and 
out of the house in about 
10 or 15 minutes." 
Davies said a problem 
can often be camoufia~ed 
without he buyer being 
aware of it. 
Davies is the general 
manager of Home In- 
spection Consultants of 
Ontario, a Torontobased 
firm started a year ago. 
One of his recent clients 
was Richard. O'Connor, 
35, who works in 
Hamilton but bought a 
house in nearby Grimsby. 
• He paid Davies firm a 
fee of $180 to check out his 
$63,000 nine-year-old 
house. 
"They recommended 
putting double panes in 
the basement windows 
and more ventilation in 
the roof," O'Connor said. 
"It means I knew 
exactly what had to be 
fixed before I bought. 
"Purchasing a house is 
probably the biggest 
investment I'll ever 
make," he said. "And the 
inspection fee was only 
about wo per cent of the 
total cost." 
He made his offer to 
purchase conditional on a 
satisfactory inspection of 
the house, done by 
Davies. 
Davies is a former 
municipal building in- 
spoctor whose staff in- 
cludes a professional 
engineer and a building 
contractor. 
His firm assesses the 
structural and physical 
conditions of houses. 
DETAILED IN- 
SPECTION 
Davies usid the most 
common problems are 
insulation and ventilation 
in roofs, which can add to 
heating fuel costs. 
Both the exterior and 
interior of the house is 
examined, everything 
from eaves, doors and 
screens to floor joists and 
support columns. 
When Davies found dry 
rot in one house, the 
entire main floor had to 
be replaced. _ 
The electrical, 
plumbing and heating 
system are also exam- 
ined. 
With new technology, 
people are adding more 
appliances totheir houses 
which the existing system 
often can't support. 
• Some of the houses he 
examined were 50 years 
old. 
"If you don't know how 
the house has been 
maintained, it's difficult 
for an inexperienced 
PeOrson to assess it." 
'Connor agreed, 
sa~ng there are many 
things that could be 
wrong in a house. 
"Someone could paint 
or wallpaper acrack and, 
unless you know what 
you're looking for, you 
might never see it until 
you ran into problems." 
Knowles 
in politics 
for 35 years 
By JULIET O'NEILL 
o~rAWA (CP) -- 
Stanley Knowlos, 69-year- 
old New Democratic 
Party MP, was preaching 
social gospel in Winnipeg 
churches during the De- 
pression when the 
political instinct that first 
got him elected 35 years 
ago today crept up on 
him. 
Born in California, he 
had gone to school, 
returned to his father's 
home in Nova Scotia, 
travelled Canada by 
train, worked in the 
Farinting trade, tried 
rming and settled, tom- 
perarily, as a United 
Church minister 
preaching in country 
churches and later in the 
poor side of Winnipeg. 
"The people I was 
preaching to were 
unemployed, on relief, 
hard up," he recalled in 
an interview on the eve of 
the 35th anniversary of 
his election to 
Parliament. 
The man who will be 
honored by his fellow 
MPs today continued: 
"In the midst of this, in 
1932, my father was fired 
because of the 
Depression, just like 
that- -no pension, no 
nothing, just out. This hit 
me pretty hard." 
FATHER DIED 
His father, amachinist, 
died about three years 
later, still out of work and 
Knowles said it struck 
him that church sermons 
were inadequate o fight 
social and economic 
devils that robbed a man 
of his work and life. 
"This happened to a 
.~veat many people. Their 
es were broken. Their 
hearts were broken." 
He had joined the CO- 
operative Com- 
monwealth Federation, 
(CCF), forerunner of the 
New Democratic Party, 
and decided in 1935 to run 
in the federal election in 
Winnipeg South Centre. 
He lost. 
After another un- 
successful try five years 
later, he ~tfied for a seat 
on Winnipeg city council. 
J.S. Wocdsworth, 
founder and first national 
leader of the CCF, died in 
1942 and Knowles won his 
Winnipeg North Centre 
scat in a byeleetlon. 
BEEN THERE SINCE 
He has represented the 
constituency since then 
except for the 1958-1962 
Gears of Progressive 
onservative govern- 
ment which had reduced 
the CCF to eight from 25 
seats, spurring a party 
reorganization which led 
to the creation of the NDP 
in 1961. 
Knowlee is a gaunt 
man, Parliament's ex- 
pert on Commons rules 
and procedure. He has 
been known as the con- 
science of the Commons, 
"Tombstone," and 
"Standing Orders 
Knowles." 
A relentless crusader 
for higher pensions for 
the elderly, war veterans, 
widows and disabled, 
Knowles recalls how the 
wealthy former Liberal 
prime minister, Louis St. 
Laurent, impressed him 
by applying for a $20-a- 
month pension when pen- 
sions first became 
available for 70-year- 
olds. 
SHOWED NO STIGMA 
"Rich man though he 
was, he did catch on to 
some of the social needs. 
He took the pension to 
show it was univemal, 
that no stigma was at- 
tached to it." 
During St. Laurent's 
rule from 1948 to 1957, 
Knowles had one of his 
greatest challenges as a 
procedural tactician 
during the famous 
pipeline debate which 
created the political ell- 
mate that many say 
resulted in the downfall of 
the Liberal government. 
But Knowles aid if a 
man Hke St. Laurent 
ruledtoday, the country's 
unity would not be 
threatened to the extent i
now is. 
Still, he does not 
believe Quebec will 
se.parate "but I think 
"we re going to have to 
live through a few dif- 
ficult years, maybe a 
decade." 
Knowles is rarely out of 
the Commons during 
~eUeStion period or 
bates and makes his 
home with a retired 
couple he has lived with 
since 1944, after his wife 
Vida returned to Winni- 
peg where she has lived 
since. 
f 
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" shut out 
:~;L :.,~.!/~...:.'. ; . .~:~?~; ~.~,:~4~:, VANCOUVI';R ¢Ci'J Parent's mrJst di|ficult .setup by Bobby Clarke, 
~ ~ - ,d~' ~. : Acrobatic Bernie Parent save came in the second who gave Barber the 
A~:.:> ~L - ~ .4t put on a flawless display period when he got a puck at the top of the left 
of netminding and shoulder on a drive by circle. Barber got his 12th 
~,  ~. .  '~"  . . .4 , . .  Phi lade I p h i a F 1 y rookie Jere Gillis of the goal of the sea~n with a 
i~  ~° " ' ~.~.~. !~ ~:~J l ! . .~~ checkedVancouvert°a  Canucks°nabreakaway ' quickwristsh°tal°ngthe 
• ~ .  ~ ~  ,r-  standstill in blanking the STItON(; GAME ice to the far comer 
": Canucks 3-0 Tuesday Cesare Maniago also behind Maniago. 
~t t~-  night in a National played a strong game in MacLeish got his third 
• llockey League game goal for Vancouver as he goal of the season--he 
~ before a standing-room made 22 saves, many of had 49 last season--at 
# ~.<... ~ ~ | crowd of about 16,000. them difficult against he 6:(~ when he fired a shot 
~ L :  ~ ..,. ~ ,. ' :  Parent recorded his opportunistic Flyers. under Maniago from the 
third shutout of the Parent was under side of the net after the 
i ~,~ ~ :~ ~ season, tying him with constant pressure in the Flyers forechecked the 
• -- team-mate Wayne Steph- opening period as the Canucks tenaciously. 
i~:':: enson for the league lead, Canucks controlled the SPI,:CTACUI,AR SAVF" 
by kicking out 25 shots in faceoffs and three times Parent came up with a -- 
the tightchecking ame had the man advantage, spectacular glovesaveon 
~*dl~ ~;, [ ~  ::~ at the Pacific Coliseum. Once, during a two-man Martin's backhander 
: V"  . !~:v .  :: : ":' !~: i  Bill Barber and Rick advantage, Vancouver early in the final period. 
[ l i i l l i ~ ~ ~ : ~  MacLeish in the second had seven shots on Par- The Canucks kept the 
~~. :~, .~:~ '~:~.~.=. ; .~ . , :~ ,  period and Don Saleski in ent, but was unable to puck in the Flyer end 
~. the third scored for the most of the period, but 
~-' Flyers as they extended veteran, failed to get many good 
l: '- """ ~ their lead to three points Maniago stopped Gary scoring chances as 
' ~:.' New Dornhoefer of the Flyers Philadelphia dumped the 
~-. ~" Islanders in the on a breakaway in the puck out of trouble most 
~:  , .~...:.~, over second-place 
~,~ ' .: ct~vte, eP p a m d r  i opening period and Don of the time. 
~, ,  , , ~ Division. Lever of the Canucks i ~ . ~  ~ 
'~ : The loss left the missed the net when he :~.__ .~  ~ .p 
Canucks in second place was put into the clear by ] 
in the Smythe Division, Mike Walton. • 
three points behind Chi- Barber broke the 
cago Black Hawks and scoreless tie in the Oranges are classed botani- 
~ one ahead of Colorado opening minute of the cally as ber r ies .  ;: ,  
Rockies. second period on a clever -:: 
I _ " 
. . . . .  . . . .  New Bus iness 's  : 
Not listed in our 
" B.C. Tel Directory. . . :  
":" ":;";~;~: ..... " ~:.,;::::::!~'i(!i:ii":'!:~:'~:::] :.I;::]: IARR DISTRIBUTORS ITD. 63&176! ~" 
~..~:.~ .~'- ,.~, .,.~.~::,~,~_,~. ::i:',~?.: . :,- IR 'S  BOOKKEEP ING & 
: " ' re  ACCOUNTING. 638.176! 
..... TERRACE OIL  BURNER SERVICES - 635-4227 .:, 
muebaek swimmers prepare every morMng for a big meet In Vancouver. Listed o,,""°" 
Recreation Blueback  sw immers  Here!  . , , , .  :.: 
ALL-WEST GLASS - 638-1166 
Chatter t ravel  to Vancouver  Free  - fo r  ONE month  cour tesy  o f  THE . : :  
Well, unfortunately the snow and the warm weather . . . . . . . . . .  DAILY H ERA LD 
• " " e .e rane. - ,m.wmer  the team. We are being Raffle of a landscape '~' beat  us - -  no outdoor  skaUng nnk  yet.  But  do not g lv  ,r~.^ ,., . . . . . .  o . -^ , . . . , .  If  you  w ish  l four  Bus iness  ' "  
up hope, as soon as the weather becomes really cold c..~.~= ~ a ~  ~.~u~u,~ represented by: painting by Ms. Highe. • " kl set it u . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ~"'s Kelly Garrett and Your help was very much Phone ,~o~ ~o~ ~o.r  ~ .~omrs  P lease  Ca l l  635-6357 '~ 
agam, and stays that way, we shall qme y p. ,^ , ,  . . . . . . . .  ,^.  , .^ 
• " ~ " ' t!; ,u .,,.~uuv=~ ,u, ,w Kendall Morrison in the appreciated. ": . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ".. '". Keep~mkmgCOL~,.We.w.t~llaytl~t~ccY,e ....... . ,,~,~.,a ^r n .... ~,~, .. . . . . .  .. c.: 
~, ~'~ ~A~ - '  ' ~ " ihF~i4 ~, -ton.i-~: ne~, in . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  -girls, age 11/, ............... ~ • ' ~ . . . . . .  . . . . .  - . . . ,~  - . , . . , ,  We . re  s .~. .us~. .  , . . . : .~ .~,  , ,  " , . , , . . . . ;  , . , , -  • . . . . . .  ,^ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ' . . . . . .  :'< 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . .  " .... e ai.e " ; ' " '  " "  " ' " '  ,u ~;u,,,t,~w Senior ~iris, age 16, novatwe programs for the winter season. W . . . .  " .-, . . . .  SKIN at .~mon vraser "" presently takin~ a hst of an those mterested m ~t , .o;.. ~.~.~ _ - • represented by Mona :~ 
. • ,~n|ve,o,,# . . . .  , .eet IS ' "  and SCUBA diwnl~. The pro~am is scheduled to start --. ' . . . .  Martin. ,:: 
with an organizatmnal meeting on Thursday, January De, rig sponsored, ooy .tile In boys, age 13 and 14 t.~ 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  P- I b- d roon~ k~lq~w vv~aui|nl|al.~J~ J [ l~tG~r~ ~tn at . :au  p .m.  m me ;~wl l l l l l l l n8  oo oar • ~ . . . . .  ,~,..~..-a -~ . - ,^a will be Trent Martinand 
• " " n n Skin ,~wu,l ,~. .o  an . .o  ,o=u Course content includes ,ntroduetory sessto s o . . .  ,^. ^ , • o. : . . . .  , Bob Clarkson. 
' " " k f 1 wed b °° " '~'~'  " ° ' " "  ' "~"  Dwmg (use of fms, masks and snor els) ol o ,Y . . . . .  In the senior boys, age 7: . . . .  ~wlm meem are ranKeD ,,~ more intense instruction m the use of SCUBA (self . . . .  16, David Kenney, David • • f m aecoraanee to overs. contamed underwater breathing apparatus) or those . . . . . . . . . .  Mostad and Ty Martin. ", 
• " ha etthe un~ worm unam mnsmp mterestedm further exposure - -  ha, , (g p .) , . _^.  ,~_ ~ ,_ ^P^~ , , ,^ Thegroup will be under . r  
. . . . . . . .  " : -  - - " : - "  ' - -  - " : -he -  s tandard  of m.=a.  , J . -  .=wzu,  . .  ~u Intcrc, teu in ucmcw.l$ u mr; r • ,^_^, , -_ , .  . . . .  , pressure as the corn- 
• " ' " ~ " l I l~V~l  A ID  b l l~  l l |UaL  swimming abd,ty. We are plannmg to offer a Royal .,~,._ ,. ,, .~.,.~ , .^ petition will be of a high 
• " " b " nin in ,~ .* .~u.  . ,  ,o,mo , .~  LifesavingSoete~AwardofMertteourse egm g ~. ; . . . - -= .  o~ .k^.~ .k  ca l ibre .  
ti n in . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ~ . . . . .  ; January, Perfectmn of strokes as well as instrueo . . . . . . . .  • "ze zero nest time in me ~ ~).. , specialty skills such as Water Polo, Synehrom d, . ^.~.~ . . . . . . . . . .  Also going on, the same ~.~i~ ./. 
. . . . . .  I ded wu.u  fu r  me lnOlVlOUal ' '," Competitive swimming and Dwing will be me u . o~. - . . . . .  weekend locally in • : 
• " ' e ou ~.oxe involve(] ~wlm- ,~ ~' ,,.., This is an excellent opportumty to ~mprov y .- ' -- - Kitimat: 
• ' " e Br nze mers must nave matcnea ,,.... 
aquatic abthties. You must have a eurr nt o this time before tney'" can ',~, 
Medallion (within 2 years) and be at least 15 years of even enter the event, the assistant coach of 
• age. 
Don't forget he big Water Polo tournament coming Most of the swimmers the Bluebacks, Leslie ~ 
up the weekend of December loth and llth. Mens and from Terrace have Neale, will be taking the 
Ladies' teams from as far away as Dawson Creek will selvesalreadYto provenbe of l velthem'I restKitimat fo r° f  theteams swimd°Wnmeet.t° 
be competing in the two day event, The B.C. Water 
Polo Association is hosting a clinic on December 19th calibre. Teams have been invited 
for all players and or interested people. The entire Sharon Lewis, head from Prince George, 
weekends proceedings willprovide an excellent up- coach of our local club, Terrace, Prince Rupert, 
wrtunity for everyone to discover more about the will be flying down with Masset, Tasu, Ketchikan and Juneau, It is not :..~ 
increasingly popular sport, known wheter the teams 
For further reformation on SKIN and SCUBA, Not ice  to  from Masset, Tasu, 
Award of Merit, or the Water Polo Tournament, Ketehikan and Juneau 
please contact Bruce Miller at the Swomming Pool by subscr ibers  will be fully represented, 
phoning 638-1177, but it sounds like there 
A variety of exciting recreational programmes for Effective im. may be a good turnout. 
the winter session commencin¢ January 23rd are 
currently being compiled into a Recreation mediately new hours 
Programme Handbook, The handbook will consist of for Circulation are: The swim club would 
9:00  a .m.  to  12 :00  noon, also like to extend thanks course descriptions, including the dates, times, 
locations and course fees for each as well as the new 3:30 p.m. to 6:30 p.m. to all the 'people who 
schedules for the Pool and Arena. ONLYI! supported the Terrace 
Various clubs such as the Terrace Badminton Club, 
. docban hces  ubw  oben e 
in the handbook to reach potential new members with 
information on their clubs purpose, contact persons 
and meeting or practise times. All Recreational Clubs 
or Organizations are invited to become included in the 
i Recreation Programme Handbook. Please contact / PAir's NewWinter Schedule. , 
Programme Co-Ordinator Sharon Lough, at 638-1177 to IP~,  
l detail the specific |nf°rmati°n ab°ut y°ur club" 4,1g I. 'S  N o w l n  E c te  ' w h ol ike p@Op'e .  
Instructors for upcoming programmes uch as 
Cross Country Skiing, Body Building,Tiny Tot Variety We hope that our schedule fits That s what our spirit is all about. 
Programme, Adult Learn to Skate and Modern Dance 
for example, are besy planning an exciting agenda of with your schedule. So call your travel agent or 
course activity. Innovative courses such as Creative That s why we':offer you a CP Air for complete schedule 
Drama, Pioneer Crafts (to include sopamaking, rug 
hooking, candlemaking, natural dyeing, quilting and convenient selection of spirited information. 
the like), Winter Wilderness Survival, Snowshoeing ~ ~ ! n l k g  ~ ~ ? y  I f l ights serv ing the B.C.  Inter ior,  _ ,  And catch the  spirit of  peop le  
(including how to make your own,) Fencing, Yukon and Grande Prairie. 
Needlecraft or Orienteering are just some of the 
courses which could be offered. Persom in{erested in Then there s our frequent daily PeDDle like us. 
helping us offer any'of the above programmes should 
contact Ms. Lough immediately. Deadlines are service from Vancouver to most - , 
coming soon. A Black or Brown belt Judo I ns t ructor  is t~& Cake D,,.~r~"nO 02LS~'[SEI: O'~'t major Canadim~ cities. ~ ;,*;f"l 
urgently needed. ~ ~ : : : :  Not to mention our flights to ~k.  /.. ~ ~]~J~U~"  
Persons interested in operating a film projector are 
needed for a childrens Saturday morning film series, Europe, the Orient,  Hawaii,  the South J ~p]~ ~ " ~  : 
A Leadership Development programme is slated to i~i ~(: ,~/~O tD :oAc l  P I~ I :~ DaY II Pacific, California and Latin AJnerica. ~. /~ v q~.,j- . begin in January, The emphasis.here is on r Firs I 
challenging, new and fun activities that.are designed Come. And you I1 discover that v 
every sh~tzle one of us from the c'.//y,,.,...,.,,,~ .z,.t ,,,'.s, . to develop leadership skills in young people, age 14 ~,- - -  "" . • ar id  hat ' r  a goml / t ight  
and up. Recreation Leadership emphasizes the team 
approach, creatlvity and essentlal people skills which ~, -~ ~ ~ , 4 ~ . ,  1 groul ld on up, is out to show you just  , _ _ _ _ _ _ .  ~ 
are rueful in all aspecfa of life, The LeadershiP how good ,m ,drline czu, be. GPAJ r  Lq 
Development course will expose ~rtlcipants to skills 
necessary to become future leaders in recreation ~ ~  ,~. ,  n~_ ~_~ ~ '  SALE BATES 
programmes such as  
camps, ~ -~._ . ___ . - -~_  _~ =._ . __~J"  , ..................... 
9,: 
. , : -  
;k.", 
*#t*  
..;., 
I 
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uss. The Herald reserves the 
right to classify ads under 
appropriate headings and to 
set rates therefore and to 
determine page location. 
The Herald reserves the 
right to revise, edit, classify 
or reject any advertisement 
and to retain any answers 
directed to the Herald Box 
Reply Service, andto repay 
the customer the sum paid 
for the advertisement and 
box rental. 
Box replies on "Hold" 
Instructions not picked up 
within 10 days of expiry of an 
advertisement will be 
destroyed unless mail ing 
instructions are received. 
Those answering Box 
Numbers are requested not 
to send Originals of 
documents to avoid loss. 
All claims of errors In 
advertisements must be 
received by the publisher 
within 30 days after the first 
publication. 
it is agreed by the ad- 
vertiser requesting space 
that the liability of the 
Herald in the event of failure 
to publish an advertisement 
or In the event of an error 
appearing in the ad- 
vertisement as published 
shall be l imited to the 
amount paid by the ad- 
vertiser for only one In- 
correct Insertion for the 
portion of the advertising 
space occupied by the In- 
correct or omitted Item only, 
and that there shall be no 
liability to any event greater 
than the amount paid for 
such advertising. 
Adver t i sements  must 
comply with the British 
Columbia Human Rights ACt 
which prohibits any ad- 
vertising that discriminates 
against any person because 
of his race, religion, sex, 
color, nationality, ancestry 
or place of origin, or because 
his age Is between 44 and 65 
years, unless the condition Is 
Justified by a bona fide 
requirement for the work 
lhv'olVed. 
Published at Terrace 
B.C. 5 days a week 
Monday to Friday, af- 
ternoons 
PUBLISHER 
W.R. (Bill) Loiselle 
SUBSCRIPTION 
RATES 
Effective October 1, 
1977 
Sing le Copy 20c 
By Carrier mth 3.00 
By Carrier year 36.00 
By Mail 3 mth 12.00 
By Mail 6 ruth 22.00 
By Mail year 40.00 
Senior Citizen year 
20.00 
British Commonwealth and 
United States of America ! 
year 51,00. 
Box 399, Terrace, B,C. 
V8G 2M9 
Telephone: 
112.604-635-6357 
HOME DELIVERY 
Terrace & District 
Thornhlll 8, District 
Phone 635-6357 
Eckankar presents a film 
and public lecture Sunday, 
December 4 at 7:30 p.m. 
Held at 5112 Graham. For 
further Information call 635. 
6479 Glen Shepherd (area 
rap. ) 
Terrace Ital ian Canadian 
Club will be holdln0 their 
Annual Christmas Dance 
Dec. 3rd 1977. Starting at 8 
p.m. at the Terrace Arena 
Banquet Room. Hot supper 
will be served at 11 p.m. 
Music by the Comancheroes. 
For tickets phone any 
member of call Kalum 
Electric. 
"The Terrace Art 
Association Is holding a 
"picture loan" on December 
6th, at 0 p.m. In the Terrace 
library arts room. Paintings 
should be returned at 7:30 
p.m. so they can be put on 
display for selection. The 200 
original paintings will be 
available for selection at 8 
p.m, Everyone welcome.,, 
Thank you, 
There will be a Christmas 
CLASSIFIED RATES tree sale Dec. 9th, lOth, 16th 
and 17th at the Co-op parking 
LOCAL ONLY: lot and next to the Bank of 
20 words or less $2.00 per Commerce. They will be $3, 
insertion, over 20 words 5 $5 and S7. You can call in 
cents per word. orders for trees at 635.4060. 
3 or more consecutive in- 
sertions $1.50 per insertion. 
NOTICE 
REFUNDS: 
First insertion charged for 
whether run or not. 
Absolutely no refunds after 
ad has been set. 
CORRECTIONS: 
Must be made before 2nd 
insertion. 
Allowance can be made for 
only one incorrect ad. 
BOX NUMBERS: 
75 cents pick up. 
$1.25 mailed. 
CLASSIFIED DISPLAY: 
Rates avai lable upon 
request. 
NATIONAL CLASSIFIED 
RATE: 
22 cents per agate line. 
Minimum charge $5.00 per 
Insertion. 
LEGAL-  POLITICAL AND 
TRANSIENT AD- 
VERTISING: 
$3.60 per column Inch. 
BUSINESS PERSONALS: 
$4.00 per line per month. 
On a 4 month basis only. 
DEADLINE 
DISPLAY: 
4:00 p.m. 2 days prior to 
publication day. 
CLASSIFIED: 
1:00 p.m. day prior to 
publication day. 
Service charge of i5.00 on all 
N.S.F. cheques. 
WEDDING DESCRIP- 
TIONS: 
No charge provided news 
submitted within one month. 
$5.00 production charge for 
wedding and-or engagement 
pictures. News of weddln0s 
(write-ups) received one 
month or more after event 
$10.00 charge, with or 
without plclure. Subject to 
oondensatlon. Payable In 
advance. 
CLASSIFIED AN- 
NOUNCEMENTS: 
Births 5,50 
Engagements 5.50 
Marriages 5.50 
Deaths 5,50 
Funerals 5,50 
Cards of Thanks 5.50 
Memorial Notices 5.50 
PHONE 635-6357 
Classified Advertising Dept. 
There Is a Christmas Bake 
and Craft sale at Co-op 
Shopping center Dec. 17th 
(Saturday) from 10.6 p.m., 
featuring many bake goods, 
breads, canning, quilts, 
weaving, pillows, metal  
work, Christmas stockings 
and wreaths and many 
more. 
Discussion & lecture open to 
all persons on "Women & 
Unions" with Astrid 
Davidson Thur. Dec. 1~ 1977 7 
p.m. 10 p.m. Northwest 
Community College Room 
202. For information please 
call Community Education 
Services 635.4931. 
There will be a meeting of 
the Planned Parenthood 
Association November 30 at 
8:00 p.m. in the basement of 
the Public Library. Anyone 
interested welcome to at- 
tend. 
MILLS MEMORIAL 
THRIFTSHOP 
Mil ls Memoria l  Hospital 
Auxiliary would appreciate 
any donations of good, clean 
clothing, any household 
items, toys etc. for their 
THRIFT SHOP. 
For pickup service phone 
635.5320 or 635-5233, or leave 
donations at the Thrift shop 
on Lazeile Avenue on 
Saturdays between 11:00 
a.m. and 3:00 p.m. Thank 
you. (nc) 
Skeena District Girl Guides 
would like to announce the 
opening of a Land Ranger 
Company In the Thornhlll 
area. Girls between the ages 
of 14 and 10 who are in- 
terested please call 635.3061 
or 630.1269 (ctf) 
. Baby Clinic every Tuesday 
starting at 1:30 p,m. 
. Thornhlll Baby Clinic every 
2nd and 4th Friday at the 
Community Centre from 1:30 
- 4:00 p.m. 
. Adult Clinics - Man. Wed. & 
Frl., from 3:00 -to 4:00 p.m. 
- V.D. Clinic - 3:00 p.m. every 
Man. & Thurs. 
PARENTS IN CRISIS 
Are you making your own 
life and your chi ldren's 
miserable? Do you con- 
stantly yell at your children, 
or hit them, or find it hard to 
control your angry feelings 
toward them? 
P.I.C.'s goal is to help you 
become the loving con- 
structive parent you really 
want to be. 
All Inquires absolutely 
confidential. 
Phone Mary or John 635-4419 
Jane 638.8302. 
Nutrition classes will be held 
Nov. 9-16.23-301h In the St. 
Matthews Anglican Church 
basement starting at 7:00 to 
9. Everyone is welcome that 
Is interested In learning how 
to prepare good nutritious 
main cause meals with out 
using meat, plus how to 
make different breads and 
salads. 
There is a registration fee 
of $15.00, (nc4) 
Thornhll l  Jr. Secondary 
School concert band Is 
sponsoring a Bingo Thurs. 
Dec. 1 at 8 p.m. In the 
Thornhlll Junior Secondary 
School Library. Admission 
Is $2.00 which includes the 
first Bingo card and 10 cents 
for each additional card per 
game. Prizes galore. 
THE TERRACE ART 
ASSOCIATION Is sponsoring 
a pre.Chrlstmas ale of arts 
and crafts on Dec. 3 from 5 
p.m. • 7 p.m. and on Dec. 4 
from 10 a.m. - 5 p.m. In the 
Terrace Library Arts Room. 
THE TERRACE LITTLE 
THEATRE Is presenting a 
Christmas program for 
children and famil ies, 
featuring the Three Little 
Pigs, Santa Claus and music 
on the afternoons of Dec. 10 
and I lth In the Little Theatre 
Building on Kalum. Please 
pick up the 50c tickets at 
McColls Real Estate, after 
Dec. I, to reserve a space. 
A committee of local people 
Interested in building a 
complex to house pro.school 
programs, day care, the 
child.minding centre, an arts 
and crafts area and other 
faci l i t ies for interested 
groups, are meeting on Dec. 
7, at 7:30 p.m: in the Daycare 
Cenlre on Park Ave. to form 
a society. Any Interested 
persons welcome. Jane 
Pitch 638-1233. 
PATS KNITS 
Knitting Machine Sales 
Lessons - Patterns - Ac- 
cessories 
Coned Yarn 39c oz. 638.1409 
(ctf 4mo-18n) 
GOLDEN RULE 
Odd jobs for the jobless. 
Phone 635.4535. 3238 Kalum 
(clf) 
CERAMICS BY PEARL 
Workshop. Call 635-3854 for 
further information. 
(ctf.feb14-78) 
;ABLE ELECTRIC LTD. 
Electrical and Refrigeration 
contract. 
House airing. 
635-5076 
(df) 
WANTED: Required a 
babysitter as of January 3, 
1978 to care for 2 children 
ages 3 and 4 years in my 
home. Phone 638.1667 after 6 
p.m. (c5.1) 
R.N. or R.N.A. required for 
part.lime work to perform 
ear piercing. If you enjoy 
meeting the public, are 
fashion conscious and well 
groomed call 416.624.2444. 
(c2.1) 
HELP WANTED: Jour. 
neyman Heavy Duty 
Mechanic required for 
Propane Company, 
specializing in propane 
carboration installation and 
maintenance of company 
del ivery fleet. Propane 
carboration experience an 
asset. Contact Cegas 
Product Ltd., Calgary 
Alberta, 403-287.1951. (c5-2) 
Northwestern B.C. Office 
Equipment Co. requires two 
service men for their 
copying division. In- 
dividuals must be self 
motivated and able to meet 
the public. Some electronic 
background or mechanical 
apptitude very helpful. 
Training course is provided 
plus on the job follow up 
training. Good salary, 
commission on supply sales. 
Potential of $15,000 to $25,000 
annual income. Apply in 
writing to 
Box 1169, Terrace Daily 
Herald, 3212 Kalum, 
Terrace, B.C. (c3.2) 
EXPANDING CANADIAN 
OIL COMPANY needs 
dependable person who can 
work without supervision. 
Earn $14,000 per year plus 
bonus. Contact customers 
around Terrace. We train. 
Write A. H. Dick, Pres., 
Southwestern Petroleum, 
Brampton, Ont. L6T 2J6. 
FOR SALE: C.B. Radio, 23 
channel single sldeband base 
or mobile Phone 635.7679 
after 6 p.m. (p3.w,th,f) 
FOR SALE: 30 gal. 
aquarium with Blozonlc 
filter, 2 bulb light cover, 
heater, assorted fish and 
stand. Reasonably priced at 
$]20. Phone 635-6802. (c5-2) 
FOR SALE: ,Xmas 
Decorations" unique and 
unusual X-rues decorations 
bobbles, holly berries, paper 
macho, animals, and much 
more. Wlnterland General 
Store. 3210 Kalum St., 
Terrace, (c5.2) 
FOR SALE: Yamaha Piano 
and bench, quality model, in 
new condition with built in 
Dampp-Chaser. Boys Bauer 
Skates size 1, nearly new. 
CCM bicycle Swinger model, 
boys or girls, Electrolux 
polisher-shampooer. 635- 
5024. (p3.3) 
FOR SALE: Toyota gas 
model fork lift roll cage 
extended forks in excellent 
condition• Only 540 hours. 
Capacity 1 ton. Phone 635- 
7706 after 5 p.m. (P2-2) 
Now buying Fine Arts and 
Indian Antiquities. 
Write to: 
Mrs. L. MacDonald 
11577 - 149 Street 
Edmonton, Alberta 
T5M lW9 
(clf-PL.D18) 
FOR RENT: 3 bedroom 
house for rent, with fridge 
and stove~ drapes and w 1o w 
carpet. ,N~lural gas heat. 
Available l[)ec. 1, 77. Phone 
635-7710 after 3:30 p.m. (P1. 
!) 9~ 
FOR RENT: 2 bedroom 
townhouse,..w to w carpet, 
close to hospital, no pets 
please. Phone 635-2409. (C1- 
i) 
Charlemagne and his 
brother, Carloman, were 
crowned co-i'ulers of 
France in 768 AD. 
3 bedroom trailer majority 
furnished. $200 per month 
plus trailer space rental. 
Contact Maurice Bolduc at 
635.2947 in Thornhill (p13.4) 
FOR RENT: 1 bedroom 
duplex suite, furnished, in 
town. Phone 635.5464. (P3.3) 
2 bedroom apt. for rent with 
fridge'and stove, oil heat, 
free laundry facilities. No 
pets. 5139 per month. 3145 
River Drive. Phone 635.6445 
(ctf) (c5.4) 
FOR RENT: Two bedroom 
duplex with fridge and stove 
available January 1, 1978. 
Working couple preferred 
and no pets please. Location 
at 3318A Sparks St. Phone 
635.5091 (p3-2) 
HILLSIDE LODGE 
4450 Little Avenue 
~leeping rooms, 
housekeeping units, cen- 
t ra l ly  located. Fully 
furnished. Reasonabl( 
rates by day or week. Non- 
drinkers only. Phone 635- 
5611. (ctf) 
I 
CEDAR PLACE 
APARTMENTS 
4931 Welsh  Avenue 
Suite 113 
Terrace. B.C. 
635-7056 
New 1, 2 and 3 bedroom 
suites for rent. Frldge, 
stove, drapes, carpet, re( 
area, sauna and pool table, 
with security interphon( 
and elevator. Absolutely 
no pets. (ctf) 
KEYSTONE COURT 
APARTMENTS 
Office "No. 2 - 4603 Scott. 
One, two and three 
bedroom apartments.  
Laundry & s!orage area. 
Near schools and down. 
town. Clean, quiet, 
spacious, security Iockup 
and patrol. 
635-5224 
i lctf) 
FOR RENT: 2 bedroom 
duplex suite for rent on 
Queensway. $190 per month. 
Heat Included. Phone 635- 
2837. (c3.2) 
KALUM GARDENS 
3 bedroom apartment for 
rent, some with basement 
and carport, private en- 
trance and patio. To view 
see full time caretaker at 
Apt. No.8 on Scott Ave. east 
of Kalum or phone 635-4841. 
(ctf) 
Clinton 
Manor 
Furnished or unfurnlshec 
studio or 1 bedroom 
apartments. Security 
enterphone. Sauna. i 
635-3941 
638-1032 
FOR RENT: 2 bedroom 
duplex. 5 minute walk to all 
shopping centres, stove 8, 
fr ige. Immediate oc- 
cupancy. References 
required. Phone 635.2834. 
(p5-3) I 
FOR SALE: in Thornhlll, 3 
bedroom, 1 level, 1,950 sq. ft. 
private t/2 acre dead end st 
split level cedar pat I 
crossing creek. Large rec 
room, wet bar, fireplace, c- 
5'x10' pool label. Low taxes, 
$39,500. Phone to view 635. 
4350. (P10-4) 
Do it Now 
Aluminum 
Sheets 
25" x 36" 
12 sheets only- 3 ,75  
THE DALLY HERALD 
3212 Kalum St. Terrace 
73 VW Van, Low mileage. 
Radial tires, best offer. 
Rambler 1965, best offer. 
Motor in good condition. 
Phone 635.4738 after 5 p.m. 
(c3.2) 
1971 Mazda pickup $850. 1971 
Datsun pickup $850. 1973 
Ford pickup 3/4 ton F250 
$1950. Phone 635-6636 (c3-2) 
FOR SALE: 1976 W924 
Kenworth Logging Truck 
with new electric scales 
addit ional parts and ac. 
cessorles. 4' Fontain sliding 
fifth wheel. Phone 849-5349 
(c5-2) 
1973 Mazda RX 3, like new, 
radial and snowtires. 10 
speed racing bike, 21 pounds, 
plus 2 tubeless tires. 2804 S. 
Sparks, phone 635-4097. (P3- 
3) 
1970 Toyota Mark II. Rebuilt 
engine, rebui l t  3 speed 
automatic transmission, 
radio, stereo, three extra 
tires on rims. Phone 635.2171 
after 5 p.m. 
FOR SALE: 1973 Chevelle S. 
W in excellent condition. 
,with P.S., P.B., radio, tape 
deck, Michelin fires, low 
mileage. This is a one owner 
well cared for auto. $2800 
Phone 635.6002. (c5.2) 
FOR SALE: 76 Cellca Lift 
back. Excellent condition. 
13,000 miles, asking $4,700. 
Phone 635-691]. (c4-2) 
FOR SALE: 1976 Ford 
Bronco, 12,000 miles. Phone 
635.2044. (c5-2) 
MUST SELL: 8'X44' trailer 
with Joey shack, in excellent 
condition. New wiring with 
.qlectrlc.:and, propQne heat. 
$3500.00. Phone John at 635- 
.~850 or 635.7324~ (P10-4) 
FOR SALE: 1972-12 x 68 El 
Monte Trailer with fridge 
and stove. Asking $8,500.00. 
Must sell. Phone 635-4592. 
(P3.3) 
NOT I C E 
SEALED TENDERS, 
marked New Gas Fired 
Furnaces for Skeenaview 
Lodge Oc cupat lanai 
Therapy Building, 4011 
Sparks St., Terrace, B.C. 
will be accepted by the 
Honourable the Minister, 
Deparmtent of Public 
Works, care of Foreman of 
Works, 4027 Kelth Avenue, 
Terrace, B.C. up to 2 p.m., 
December 15, 1977. 
Tendering documents may 
be obtained from Ministry of 
Public Works, 4827 Keith 
Av~ue, Terrace, B.C. and 
also viewed at 4827 Keith 
Avenue, Terrace, B.C. on 
and after November 30, 1977. 
The lowest or any tender 
will not necessarily be ac- 
cepted. 
H.J. Morlok 
Foreman of Works 
for Minister of Public Works 
Parliament Buildings, 
Victoria, British Columbia 
Money available for 1st, 2nd, 
3rd 
MORTGAGES 
no bonus, open attractive 
rates. 
C.A.C. REALTY LTD. 
- 4624 A GREIG AVE. 
..,635.,6]08 .,.~ .,: ,~,, * ~, ~, ..,,~ .... .:..t 
• DAV,_E.. BRASH ~, , i 
l! Used Cars for Sale i! 
i!! 1976 HONDA CiViC Radio, Sunroof, 4 Spd. 
:!: 1975MONTEGO P.S., P.B.Auto 
:":" 1974 METEOR R IDEAU 500 P.S., P.B., Auto 
ii~i 1974 AUDI FOX Front.wheel drive, 4 Spcl. 
:i:i 1973 NOVA HATCHBACK 3 Spd., V0, Standard 
:::: 1972 PINTO 3 Or., Auto, Tape.radio 
i:i: 1974 CHEV ! TON P.S., P.B., Auto, Dual Wheels 
:i:i 1974 FORD~'4TON 360, 4Spd. 
• ".": 1973 FORD CREW CAB 360, 4 Spd., Steel Box, 
:~:i Trailer.hook up. 
iii Vl EW AT 3103 blakeburn st. 
i:i: OR PHONE MIKE AT 635-6567 
OR 
iii! 635.4728 
DEALER NO. 01683A 
i~  . ,  . . . . . .  , e . . o ° - . . - . .  .::~.;......::.......~..:....~:...:~....~......~.::~.;.~.......;..:~....:...:~:.:.:~:.:~:.:~.:~.;~:~:;~.~.:.:. 
().amp o~o.m.u , i l Po .m<)~Po4m.o .m<)  era ,  o, 
"LOOK" 
AS low as $200.00 you can buy a 14' wide 
mobile home - furnished - set up and delivered. 
HURRY!  
i Phone Mr. George - collect 434-9175 
) .e l .  o~o.~.o . !~.o  4a~.(),el~.O,~l.(14~l~) 4 .o41 
Carriers for 
Daily Herald 
required 
immediately in 
TEIIRAOE and 
THORNHILL areas. 
Extra earnings. 
PHONE 
635.6357 
DISCERNING ADULTS. 
Shop discreetly by mail. 
Send Sl.00 for our latest fully 
i l lustrated catalogue of 
marital aids for both ladies 
and gentlemen• Direct 
Action Marketing Inc. Dept. 
U.K., P.O. Box 3268, Van. 
couver," B.C. V6B 3X9. (ctf) 
BUSINESS OP- 
PORTUNTIES: For sale by 
owner. Retail Music Store • 
Interior B.C. • 1977 sales of 
pre.recorded music, hi-fi 
stereo, accessories and 
musical Instruments ex- 
ceeding 300,000- secured 
major brands. Long lease of 
very attractive new modern 
premises centrally located. 
Interested parttes only • no 
agents please. For further 
information write Owner 
Box 151, care of the Tribune, 
188 North 1st Ave., Williams 
Lake, B.C. V2G 1Y8. 
i 
WASHINGTON 
(Reuter) -- Travellers 
entering the United 
States by air may have 
their footwear examined 
for contamination from 
barnyard or field ~U?~ 
pings, says the 
agriculture department. 
They will be asked by 
U.S. Customs officers to 
declare whether they 
have visited foreign 
farms or ranches in the 
last 30 days. If they have 
and their shoes appear to 
be contaminated, they 
will be asked to clean and 
disinfect them. 
The move is aimed at 
preventing foreign 
animal disease viruses 
from entering the United 
States the agriculture 
department said. 
INDEPENDANT 
RETAILERS 
URGENT 
FORTHE 
HOL IDAY 
SEASON 
WE HAVE 
OVER-  
PRODUCTION 
DISTRESSED 
SURPLUS 
ALL  TY  PES 
OF 
MERCHANDISE  
U P TO 40percent 
BELOW 
WHOLESALE 
WRITE:  
26 MILFORD 
AVENUE 
TORONTO,  
ONTARIO 
MBM 2V8 
OR 
PHONE 
COLLECT 
(416) 249-3011 
URGENT 
I 
% 
/ 
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Incest Pr i?:  of bread to rise Doctor, Doctor 
abo o y retroactive to the be- absorbed at the retail 
OTTA.WA((.CP) - -  The ginning of the new crop level. 
fo  price ox nreau ma? soon year Aug. 1. . The Canadian 
t~ j . '['OnlCS r goupnecauseota,ooeras Otto Lang~ mimster" Federation of 
~overument. promise .to responsible for the Agriculture, the coun- 
mcreese returns to gram Canadian wheat boarn, try's most influential 
farmersb~/theend.ofth.e hasbeen negotiating with farm lobby, has been 
sex  ed  i l  Q . year, mneral omcials treasury board officials pressing Lang for an 
said Tuesday. ~' on the .amount of the increase to at least $4 a 
The officials gave the increase for several bushel, at least a 75-cent Australia warning a day after the months, officials say. boost. 
government said it hopes Sources confirmed The federation says 
to announce by the endof Tuesday, that the rapidly rising costs have 
December how much the eovernment is trying to outstripped returns to 
CANBERRA (Router) guaranteed minimum ~]ecide how much--if proaucers. 
- -  An official report price will be increased any--of the increase However, the govern- 
calling for the le- |or producers who sell should be n~m~ on to " " e tic .. . . . . . . . .  ment sources said the 
galization of certain their wheat or onto consumers. increase is likely m be 
consumption. • LOOK FOR FUNDS lower than demanded, 
Millers now pa~ far- Treasury board of- while agreeing that an 
mers $3.25 a bushel ff ficials, already hard- increase of less than 76 
world grain prices fall pressed by government cents a bushel would not 
below that level, spenalng restraints, are cover increased 
The m~nimum $3.25 has looking for additional production costs. 
beenlmid for more than a funds to subsidize millers The government is 
year because of tumbling and bakers, the sources anxious to give farmers a 
international  wheal say. raise because of declining 
prices. The domestic in- Otherwise, increased farm income during the 
cases of incest, abortion 
on demand and the in- 
clusion of homosexuality 
in sex education has 
become a controversial 
election ~ issue in 
Australia. 
Shortly after the 
recommendations by a 
commission of inquiry 
were released toda~y, a
government mimster 
denounced the Labor 
o osition for setting up PP " " " it the commmsmn when 
was in power in 1974. 
Opposition. Leader 
Gough Whiflam coun- 
tored with a charge that 
Prime Minister Malcolm 
Fraser had deliberately 
leaked the report less 
than two weeks before the 
general election, "fo~ 
obvious reasons." 
Among the com- 
mission's rec- 
ommendations are: 
--That incest should no 
longer be an offence in 
certain circumstances, 
for example between a 
mother and her son more 
than 17 years of age; 
--That sex education i  
schools hould include the" 
question of 
homosexuality, and that 
schools, churches and the 
media should join a 
campaign to change 
pubhc attitudes toward 
homosexuals; 
--Abortion on demand 
with certain 
qualifications; 
--Lowering the age of 
consent for sexual in- 
torcourse to~ ~5, and.17 in 
cases involving the per~ 
son's schoolteacher} 
--That brothel-keeping 
should no longer be an 
offence; 
--No one should be 
convicted of statutory 
rape on males or females 
aged between 13 and 15 if 
the other person is less 
than five years older; 
--Marriageable age for 
males and females hould 
be 16. 
The "minister for ad- 
ministrative services. 
Senator Reg Withers, told 
reporters: "This was a~ 
done by Mr. Whitlam and 
the previous Labor 
government." 
Whitlam said on a radio 
program that the report 
would have been released 
last week "but Mr. 
Fraser has deliberately 
suppressed it for eight 
days and has now chosen 
to leak it in the second to 
the last week of the 
campaign for obvious 
reasons." 
Latest opinion polls put 
the Labor party between 
one and four per cent 
ahead of the ruling 
Liberal-National CountrY 
party coalition for the 
Dec. 10 election. 
One of the commission 
members was the 
Anglican Archbishop of 
Brtsbane, Dr .  Felix 
Arnott. The other 
members were Judge 
Elizabeth Evatt and 
journalist and broad- 
caster Anne Devesen. 
crease, the first in five production costs for 
years, would be bread will have to be 
Family life 
wins out 
By MARLENE ORTON from 36 per 100,000 
OTTAWA (CP) - -  recorded 1O years earlier. 
Despite increased The figu.res how that 
divorce rates and lower the high divorce rate is 
birth rates, family life not a rejection of 
remains a strong social marriage per se but a 
institution and is not rejectionofmarriagema 
disintegrating as some particular person since 
would believe, says a many remarry within 
report released recently several year~ of a 
by Statistics Canada. divorce, the report says. 
The report, based on "Declining fertility 
1971 census figures, says reflects not so much a 
family life has undergone rejection of parenthood 
major changes in the 10 roles as a preference for 
years ince the last count intensive involvement• 
because of social trends, with fewer children ... 
But it was in a state of even the most drastic 
e or ga  n i z  symptom of family 
disorganization, change, the increasing 
Nine out of 10 families divorce rate, reflects not 
continued to involve both a disillusionment with 
a husband and a wife. marriage in general, but 
a disillusionment with 
last two years. 
CREATE STRATEGY 
But, Ottawa is also in 
the process of creating a
nahonal food strategy 
aimed at keeping the 
price of such staples as 
bread at reasonable 
levels. 
The government is 
therefore reluctant to 
announce increases to farmors at he xpense of ~' ~1 ] 
consumers, ources ay. 
Rising food prices have I i .  , 
been a main contributor ~: 
to the spiralling con- , . ~ " • 
sumer price inuex. , 
Recent forecasts have 
indicated a continuing . . . . .  ~:~i:~,,~ . . .  
trend in increased food ~ '-.~::~:~:~'i:::]i" -'~.~ i " ,  
costs for consumers. 
Lang's office had hoped 
to make the wheat price 
announcement weeks 
ago. However, treasury ~.~,:~i::  ~!~. .~.~, . ' :~! :~:" :  : . 
board has been juggling ~ .~,~ !ii!~:'~!~!!i~:[i]::.:: ~ i 
figures in an effort to ~?:,~:,,-.,'i~i~:,.~: I i, . ' .  
reach a compromise, the ::, ~ :: ~ :. ~;!~.:~:  ...... :,, 
sources aid. : %~:::'~"~;~:!~':~!~: : '" ~ : : ~: 
New 
BY Donna Fe,rsberg 
Special Correspondent 
Action was the order of 
transition. Stage design 
remained simple, 
stressing the action line 
of the play rather than 
detracting from it. 
Marriage was still 
popular and increasing. 
The rate increased m 
1971 to 8.9 new marriages 
per 1,000 persons from 
seven per 1,000 in 1961. 
There was also a 
tendency tomarry4or the 
first time at ti'youfiger 
age. Average age at first 
marriage decreased to 
24.9 years for grooms and 
22.6 years for brides in 
1971 from 25.8 years and 
22.9 years respectively in 
1961. 
While marriage rates 
remained high among 
women aged 20-24, the 
~eclined to 55.7 in 1971 
from 59.2 in 1961. 
MAJOR CHANGES 
Two major changes in 
families were a ~'op in 
birth rates and an in- 
crease in divorce rates. 
marriage to a particular 
spouse." 
LITTLE IMPACT 
The report said the 
W 
movement of the 19606 
lm~ had little impact on 
the ~ticipated ~e~,olution 
in sex roles, the structure 
of marriage and family 
life. 
"Couples continue to 
observe the mating 
gradient, and to  sort 
themselves out so that he 
husband is older and 
more educated than his 
wife and, if she is em- 
ployed, earns a higher in- 
come. One significant 
change from 1961 to 1971 
was the increase in the 
number of wives in the 
labor force." 
The percentage of 
wives working increased 
in 1971 to 39.6 per cent 
from _ 29..2 in 1961. 
However, in 1971 the 
husband contributed 65 
per cent of the income, 
unchanged from 10 years 
earlier. 
the evening as the opeing 
s o u r c e s  night audience was 
treated to a superb night 
of high comedy set to of X-rays music. The cast of 
"Doctor ,  D~oct 
• maintained a .lively 
faultless pace throu~hout 
WASHINGTON (AP) -- the entire play; v,oices 
A new U.S. astronomy rose unwaveringly, feet 
satellite has discovered bounced in . perfect 
15 new sources of unison, lines were 
powerful X-rays as far delivered audibly. 
away as "halfway to the 
edge of the universe," Costuming was 
scientists aid Tuesday. authentic, transformi'ng 
The satellite also is high school students in, to 
giving science its best 17th century citizenry. 
look yet at a "whole Make up was esceliently 
world of bursting, ex- applied, highlighting th~  . 
ploding phenomena" in 
hidden areas that cannot 
be seen from earth. 
The observations were 
made as researchers 
Lighting emphasized the 
m(md of the production. 
The Caledonia band, 
under the direction of Jim 
Ryan, along with Muriel 
and Leslie Neale on 
piano, provided brisk 
musical accompaniment. 
Fred Potvin's por- 
trayal of Snagarelle took 
off in scene two as he 
responded to applause. 
With a little-boy charm 
he demonstrated all the 
aggravating yet enduring 
masculine faults that 
keep women enthralled. 
His satirical asides and 
Y 
ItJ 
Births dropped 
markedly to 16•8 per 1,000 
persons in 1971 from 26.1 
per 1,000 in 1961. 
The divorce rate 
climbed to 137.6 per 
100,O00 persons in 1971 
Arsonist sought 
VANCOUVER (CP) -- 
An arsonist was being 
sought by city police after 
a policeman's home was 
set afire Tuesday and his 
furniture slashed and 
scarred Monday af- 
ternoon. 
Jasbir Singh Gili, a 
constable in the nearby 
municipality of Delta, 
was away from the house 
when the fire was 
discovered by neighbors 
living room bad fire, 
smoke and water dam- 
age. Upholstered fur- 
niture was slashed and 
some other tool or im- 
plement was used to scar 
wood f~niture in the 
house. 
A torch had apparently 
been used to burn a large 
hole in the master 
bedroom mattress, said 
police. 
The only one home in 
reported on the first 100 
days of the High Energy 
Astronomy Observa- 
tory--HEAO-1, launched 
Aug. 12 by the. National 
Aeronautics and Space 
Administration. 
The satellite is studying 
some of the most in- 
triguing mysteries of the 
universe-pulsars, qua- 
sara, exploding alaxies 
and black holes. Its in- 
delivery of lines and song lovers, Leander and 
gained strength with his Lucinda, whose 
growing involvement in p 
the role of the Doctor. strikes sympathy in the 
Kathy Patershuk hardest hearts, were 
portrayed Snagarelle's perfectly presented by 
better half with the Roy SupernaultandHolly 
acumen of an ex- Champoux. A roUicking 
perienced. : trouper; 'one burlesque ' Style '¢0~e4~ 
moment theTaging fish- ~ ~  
wife, next, the eonnff'iiig 
vixen. Ziobro and Karen 
Palagian. The Chorus 
Garnett Doell as the townspeople com- 
psuedo villain, Gerolde, plimented this fine coup 
was the proper picture of m the field of drama. 
wealthy gentry. His fine This critics's advice to 
bone structure and theatre lovers: spend a 
precise elocution make worthwhile $3.00 (adults) 
him a natural in this role. or $1.50 (kids and senior 
Jaqueline, hiswife, was citizens) and go see 
• capably enactedby Cathy "Doctor, Doctor". You'll 
Hart. The star crossed not regret it. 
Chil&ren's books for Christmas 
Eskimos' own historian. 
In the region where the 
story takes place, the 
Eskimo people know of 
many tragedies and 
miraculous escapes from 
the days when they 
hunted from skin boats. 
Peter Pitseolak's 
Escape from Death is a 
story of men against he 
elements and the luck of 
divine assistance that 
brings them home. The 
drawings are by Pit- 
seolak and describe 
visually the unfolding ad- 
venture he had with his 
son. 
Peter Pitseolak's 
Escape from Death, 
Peter PRseolak, edited 
by Dorothy Harley Eber; 
$5.95; 23 pages, 
illustrated; MeClelland- 
and Stewart. 
CP Family Editor 
Childrens' books for 
Christmas include an 
impressive list this 
season, with many 
written by Canadian 
authors of repute such as 
Peter Desbarats, Ted 
Allan and Shella Burn- 
ford. 
Desbarats, whose best- 
selling biography on 
VANCOUVER (CP) -- 
Two Vancouver men 
leave from Los Angles 
today in an attempt to 
break the world record 
time for flying around the 
world on commerieal 
flights--and it will cost 
them only $90 each. 
Dave Shore, 31, and 
Rone Levesque was 
struments primarily are published in 1976, has 
recording high energy X- produced his second 
raysemittedby these and children's book, The 
other stellar radiation Night the City Sang. 
sources. It is a collection of 
"HEAO is giving us a yuletide tales done in 
very remarkable ook at lilting rhymes and 
our universe," said Dr. lllustrated delighifully by 
Herbert Friedman of the Frank Newfeld. 
Naval Research In one story we are in- 
Laberator~', who is troduced to Luc~retia,  
principal mvestiga~r on girlish little devil born to 
the sateliite's large X-ray be a holy ter~0r, who 
survey experiment, leaves her home in Hell 
ATMOSPHERE BLOCKS shortly after noon. the house at the time was 
Police said the kitchen Robert Kinnon, who lives Because X-rays are 
was destroyed and the with his wife and'family blocked by the at- 
in a basement suite in the mosphere from reaching 
• earth, they can be studied Another record ".ome Gill said he suspected only by, instruments 
the attack on him and his positioned above the 
v,~hO broken family is a case of atmosphere. ByJUDY to mistaken identity and not "HEAO has identified CREIGHTON 
connected with any of the 15 new sources in the A member of the 
cessionar" fares, but cas.eshehashand|edasa sm llsection f the sky it federal agriculture 
Shore set'Tuesday that .p°liceman- . . . . . . . .  J hasstudied sofar-- that's department gives deval- 
• ' st "l~vo weezs ago ~m ,an about one twentieth of the nation of the Canadian could be their greatc . ~. . . . .  a hm telephone number total sky," Friedman dollar as one reason for 
"~'~Because our tickets chang.ed, beca_use __l~s [ stated. "We're now rising prices on beef and 
• ' we mreatemn phone can seeing sources halfway to imported produce. are concessionary, . . • . . . . . . .  bum-ed which he ~ad dismissed the edge of the universe A Cross-Canada Survey come easuy gel IJ . . . . .  from any flight to make as, pranK.ca~m,',,t,, ,.~n,~d through their X-ray by The Canadian Press of 
way for fee-paying pas- ~. "~ 51~ve"sai¥- ~ emissions." the November food 
" ~e said .m.~,,  How far is that? basket shows beef as well sengers, n . ' ,, "The other thing that wanted to remind me that About eight billion as tomato prices are on 
Roger Matheson, 33, who can hold us  up is a I owed him $2,500, from light years," he said. One the increase. 
work as passenger ticket " roblem, or a three years ago, Gill light year is the distance Alan Boswell of the 
agents for CP Air, hope to mechamcal p . . . .a ,,~ a,.,,, ow ~- 
fly from Los Angles to la~, flibgrheta' k the record ~n'~l~°dyany, m'°ney and] lightin a travelSvacuum,in Oneor 5,878Year economiCAgriculture Canadabranch said°f 
Frankfurt, Singapore, Sydney and back to Los they l~ave to cover at told him so. trillion miles, in a telephone interview 
Angeles in 62 hours 35 
minutes, which would 
Gill now takes the calls Friedman sa~d HEA0 from Ottawa that beef 
seriously and thinks it should locate an ad- prices usually are lower 
has an obvious con- ditional 800 to 1,000 at this time of year in 
nection to what happened sources when it corn- comparison with summer 
to his home, which he has pletes mapping the entire months when consumer 
owned for 1~t~ years, sky during the next year. demand is highest• 
and learns the joy of agent, says Willie's tal- 
Christmas from a lonely ents just ~iren't box-office 
old man in a poor part of calibre so the squowse is 
town. forced to settle down to a 
simple way of life. 
The Night tkhe City From performer to 
,Sang, Pe-ter Desbarats; banker, Willie's tricks 
~5.98; 48 pages, soon have him in quite a 
i,llustrated; McClelland pickle and his love of 
and Stowart. cheese turns his quiet 
existence into a 
Mice have always been riproaring adventure. 
favorite creatures for 
imaginative writers to Willie the Squowse, Ted 
we.ave stories around for Al-lan; illustrated by 
yotmgsters. Ted Allan Quentin Blake; $5.95; 57 
has:gone one bettor. He pages: McClelland and 
has develo~d a squowse, Stewart. 
whi~ch we discover is a 
cross between a squirrel A true adventure of 
and a house, presentday Eskimo life is 
Wfilie's father was a told to Dorothy Harley 
squirrel, his mother a Eber of Montreal by the 
mom;e. He is very late Peter Pitseolak. 
talented and hums He was known on 
Alouette and dances ajig. Baffin Island as the 
But Pete, the theatrical southwest Baffin 
t4 
Di'opping dollar raises prices 
said in an interview that 
tomato prices have risen 
because Canada has 
changed supply sources. 
"In October there still 
were domestic supplies 
on the market, but now 
with the imported variety 
from Mexico, the con- 
sumer must pay more for 
less quality," he said. 
Huff said imported 
tomatoes are of inferior 
quality in comparison 
with domestic varieties 
because they are not ripe 
when picked and are 
shipped long distances. 
"It 's not physically 
possible to have high 
quality under these 
circumstances," he said. 
The survey of the 
monthly food basket is 
conducted in the same 
supermarkets in each of 
12 cities on the last 
Tuesday of each month. 
The 17-item survey 
includes one pound each 
of sirloin-tip roast, all- 
beef wieners, centrecut 
pork loin roast, top-grade 
chicken, ground chuck 
steak, frozen cod fillets, 
top-grade butter, 
tomatoes, frozen green 
peas, drip coffee and 
apples. 
Also included are one 
dozen medium-sized 
eggs, one quart or one 
litre of whole milk, a 24- 
ounce leaf of sliced white 
bread, 10 pounds of first- 
grade potatoes, two 
kilograms of white 
granulated sugar and a 
2S-ounce can of halyed 
pears. 
break the previous record 
set in 1973 by three hours 
23 minutes. 
The two get con- 
least 36,797 kilometres, 
22,850 miles, which is the 
length of the Tropic of 
Cancer, and counts as a 
circumnavigation of the 
world• 
"But beef prices have 
morea up since August 
for what we call fed 
cattle," he said. "It has 
risen sharply because of 
the drop, in the Canadian 
dollar." 
Boswell said that "this 
drop has raised the 
eeihng price for fed cattle 
in relationship to the 
price of fed cattle in the 
U.S. because of trade 
between the countries." 
"For example, if you're 
going to bring a 1,000- 
POund steer into Canada 
whose price is $400 a head 
and the dollar drops to 90 
cents, you must pay 10 
cents more on each 
dollar," he said. 
SUPPLY CHANGES 
Morris Huff of the 
Ontario Food Council 
I 
L 
i 
I 
i , 
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Children need a varied diet and a healthy brea~f~t to grow properly and develop I 
good eating habits. Eveh snacks can be good for them. 
I 
Questions  bcut Nutrition 
For Children 
Balanced nutrition during 
childhood can't be overem- 
phasized. It's a time of rapid 
growth and development when a 
balanced iet plays an important 
rule. Here are some often asked 
questions about nutrition for 
children, answered by the 
Kellogg Nutrition Council. 
Why is nutrition so important 
during the early ears? 
For growth. Nutrition is 
important at any age to ensure 
good health, maintenance of the 
body's metabolism and repair of 
its tissues. But children require 
nutrients for growth as well. 
Protein, fat, carbohydrates, vit- 
amins and minerals are essential 
to create red and white blood 
cells, bones and cartilage, mus- 
cles, fat tissues, enzymes and hor- 
mones. 
Children don't know to plan a 
balanced diet so parents must 
create the good eating habits that 
will stay with their children into 
their adult lives, 
How do I teach my child the 
value of good nutrition? 
Set a good example. Plan 
menus which include a variety 
of foods each day. Protein foods 
such as meat, fish, poultry and 
eggs hould be served aily. The 
Dairy foocls such as milk and 
cheese, alone or with other 
foods, are excellent sources of  
calcium needed for bone and 
teeth development. High car- 
bohydrate foods such as en- 
riched or whole grain breads 
and creals, provide the energy 
for childhood activities. 
Talk to your child at mealtime 
about the dinner and why it's 
important to his or her health. 
Using terms such as "vitamin" 
and "energy food" will begin de- 
veloping your child's nutrition 
vocabulary. 
Is eating between meals good 
for my child? 
That depends.., on what and 
when their snacks are. In the early 
years when achild's energy needs 
are greatest, the wait between 
meals can seem like a long time. 
Snacks should be nourishing. 
Fresh or canned fruit, raw vege- 
tables, cubes of cheese, dried 
fruits and ready-to-eat creals with 
milk are good ideas. A child's 
weight,energy and mealtime apo 
petite are the best indicators of the 
need for snacks. Be careful to 
to offer them well ahead of meal- 
time to avoid ulling your child's 
appetite. 
What do ! do if my child is 
same is true of fruits and vege- overweight? 
tables, both igh in vitamins. Look around.., first at yourself, 
Marsh World 
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The practice of SPRING AND FALL BURNING of 
road allowances, fence rows and marsh edge is 
detrimental to many forms of wildlife, including 
waterfowl. Early nesting ducks, such as Mallards 
and Pintails, utilize the dead vegetation from the 
previous year as cover in which to build their nests. 
Burning destroys this cover, decreasing the amount 
of nesting habitat available to them. The ducks are 
then forced to nest in less suitable areas resulting 
in an increased incidence of nest predation. In 
addition, many duck nests are destroyed if burning 
is carried out during the spring nesting period. 
I}u( ks L#nlin~ilell I(",Ul, l(I,li 
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This 'Sick' Family 
Must Get Help 
By Abigai l  Van Buren 
© 1977 by The Chicago Trlbune,N,Y,News SyncL Inc, 
DEAR ABBY: What do you think of a 13.year-old boy 
who crawls into bed with his mother after his father leaves 
for work? I can't stand to visit my sister anymore when I 
see what's going on there. I believe it is WRONG and I 
have said so. She lets this boy wear nail polish and play 
with her makeup and jewelry. He can't stand to get his 
, ii ii il - -  II hands dirty. It s too hot in the summer and too cold in 
the winter, so he stays indoors and plays with his dolls, 
He has a 16.year.old brother who is so ashamed of the 
younger one that he is becoming more and more 
withdrawn from people. Needless to say, the younger boy 
has no friends. The father is helpless. He once threw all the 
makeup and dolls out, but the boy cried so hard his mother 
went out and bought more. This boy gets furious if he sees 
his father kiss his mother. 
cause of overweight children. En . . . .  
courage physical ctivity for all 
the family. Exercise for children 
iS a great way to use up extra food 
calories, develop good muscle 
tone and give youngsters an 
interest other than food, 
Any actual weight reducing 
diet for children should be sugges- 
ted and perhaps guided by a 
physician. The family diet can be 
discussed with the physician so he 
or she can offer advice. 
/ 
then for some exercise for your 
child and finally for a doctor. 
Parental eating habits are a major 
Do children need breakfast? 
Definitely. Everyone needs a
balanced breakfast for many 
reasons. The morning meal 
should supply 1/4 to 1/3 of daily 
nutritional needs. Kids need the 
instant energy to get hem through 
until lunch.Studies show children 
without breakfasts are poorer stu- 
dents.A good basic breakfast can 
consist of fruit or juice high in 
vitamin C, ready-to-eat cereal 
with milk, and bread or roll with a 
spread. 
Childhood is a time not just to 
provide a balanced iet for Y9ur 
child, but to start teaching c,hil- 
dren about nutrition.Good he,bits 
will follow them through life, 
making them happier, hea'tthier 
adults. 
Your Individual 
Horoscope 
Frances Drake ._ 
FOR FRIDAY, DEC~IBER 2, 19/7 
your plansagain. A f,ew changes 
rnight bring them around to 
your point of view., . 
SAGITYARIUS 
(Nov. 23 to Doe. lil) X#~{~ 
Fine Jupiter i'nflueaces an- 
courage your pa'rtioular know- 
how, sensitivity to delicate 
situations and reasonlng 
powers. Thesti are winners 
always- but mpoeiully now. 
CAPRICORN l~t t : - -~ 
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 20) vii KIN" 
Caution an,d conservatism 
should be stressed. Above an, 
avoid porsous who are tin- 
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! 
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G.B. Trudeau 
~ow,. z/0VO~I 
Z FeeL F/x PReTry 
~/II.TY EXCITP-~ 
A/ . /~ I  /~!  
. _ 
What kind of day will 
tomorrow be? To find out what 
the stars ay, read the forecast 
given for your birth Sign. 
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 20) 
Don't brood over cir- 
cumstances beyond your 
control, and do accept changes 
gracefully. They could be for 
the better, you Imow. 
TAuRus t~=~ 
(Apr. 21 to May 21) 
Some tricky situations to 
handle: Don't leave anything to 
DOONESBURY 
ANOT~ S/X- ~S 
"[/ES /~IqvAL ~ff~llZIl~ IT~ e,~p/: / 
CATFISH 
W~T D~ YOU 
~×t~CT TO FIND, / 
W~T~ THAT .~ / 
g/IM~ AS LAST 
~//;AT~ YFJW-F~ZlOD 
IT ~OIN~ TO CO.fUMe, ACIP 
[ l~STltny 
,4~.~  ~sS, ~'/'AT 
oP 714E ,4~oNy ~f= V~T~4M, 7~ 
/~c~. ~ IN OUg CnTE.S, 
Rog Bollen chance. Keep a weather eye polslvely taidllg risks. 
opon all day and don't let down AQUARIUS 
~ T~ It'i4rlr~ Mak~ Mll_~ (~  ~0~T ATrACg:t l tLY~X.I'~X,T i1"Pa:: ~A~-t~ your guard. (Jan. lZ to Feb. 19) 
(May 22 to June l l )  i l l  coutrol./mytenlneyto'~ly oil 
Stumbling biocks to progress the handle" could result, in 
will be indecision and missed serious mlanndersinndings. I I Y~~. , , ? " J  i I t01-~T i s  COK~ A~t~ I I ~ V I 
opportunity. Key yourself to PISCES 'lii'~Dii" 11;~- ' , .~ . - _ '7~ P"~ / ~IIDla~)ET"He~INTO / I  ~ ' . . -~  I 
deliberate smartlY and quickly (Feb" 20 to Mar' 20)"'I l l ' i l l '  I ~  7 ! l t ~ ~ /  ~ ~ { 
so that you may reach proper An ex,~ellent day for beth 
conclusions, business and personal intelesti 
CANCER ~ Even If "you have to make som~ 
(June22to July 23) ~,i-~ e0mpromlses; It will. be , ~ ,  , ,  ~ , ~  ~ _ ) ~  ' ~  
Tempting bait may be held profits'Me in the long run. : ,,- 
out to you-- which could cause IIZ-I l i i '~ ~ l  ~- I 
you to lose momentum tern. YOU BORN TODAY are 
porarily. But your keen mind endowed with a magnetic and " 
can thrash out the REAL in the warm,hearted personality and 
Dik Browne HAGAR 
. . . . . . . .  "k i " /~(  YEA[I/YoU ttAw 
~. #,#ATg To ero~ / ' ,Z'--., To ee  ¢,o 
THs~;s ~i . ia i . t  . I . I1  { CAREFIjL # 
/ /  / /g / ,  ! 
/ /7=// 
Am Spid e azing .erman :,! 
a wealth of talents through 
wMcla you can attain a happy 
and ~mcceasful life. In fact, your 
versatility gives you many and 
va~,ed avenues toward career 
achievement and personal• 
de,~elopment. Your business 
acumen is extraordinary and 
your emarkable memm7 could 
b~oome a priceless asset in any 
ft,eld. You aiso have a flair for 
the artistic and could shine in 
t~le fields ot mnslc, literature or 
'¢he theater. However, you 
might make your greatest 
success in the law, where your 
gift for words would make you 
an outstanding trial awyer, and 
act as a spriniboard to the 
worlds of statemnansblp and 
diplomacy -- where you would 
really shine. Blrthdate of: 
Joseph Strauss, eminent 19th 
Cent German violinbt and 
opera conductor; Julle HarrLs, 
actre~. 
weltor of confusing a le r ts .  
LEO t~ .--('~ 
(J~y 21 ~ Aag. 23)~W~ 
You may find it desirable to 
alter your program, but be sure 
the changes you make are for 
the better -- not dictated by 
mere whim. 
~o ~u~ 
(Aug. 24 to Sept. 23) 
Some ups and downs in 
financial matters. However, a
stroke of luck in the late af- 
ternoon will more than com- 
pensate for any morning loss. 
Lme~ .n .g '~ 
(Sept. 24 to Oct. 23) 
Some unusual situations 
indicated. In all dealings, be 
direct. Avoid devious tactics or 
approach, and give others the 
benefit of the doubt. 
SCORPIO 
(oct ~4 to Nov. 22) , , v ,~ ,  
Do others seem needlessly 
opposed to your ideas? Review 
DEAR CONCERNED: Yes, it IS your business. Your 
sister and her son are both ready eandldates for the 
psychiatrist's couch. At~d if the father looks out the 
window, knowing what im going on, so is he. Appeal to her 
husband to get help for tlhe whole sick family before it's too 
late. 
DEAR ABBY: I have a neighbor who is a widower. I am 
a widow. I'm 68 and he' ,  63. I knew his wife well, so after 
she died I invitedhim ,er for supper several times. That's 
when ! realized that w~e could be more than just friends. 
Last Saturday night I was at his place. We had a few 
cocktails and he sent out for some fried chicken. 
Afterwards we danced to the radio, then we cuddled on the 
davenport and he kissed and hugged me. All of a sudden he 
stood up and said, "Now, I don't want you getting serious 
about me." He really hart my feelings. 
I got to thinking that maybe he's afraid of sex. His wife 
told me he's been impo,tent for years. I've heard that quite 
a few men have that trouble in their 60s. Mine did. 
Should I put him at ease and tell him I don't care if 
there's no sex--all I want is companionship? I'd appreciate 
your advice. 
LONESOME 
DEAR LONESOM[E: Don't mention sex, companionship 
or anything else. Just enjoy Ms company and let nature 
take its coarse. Wh,at will be will be. 
DEAR ABBY: I am a 28-year~ld bachelor who recently 
met an attractive 26-year,It woman in whom I could 
become very interested. There is only one thing wrong 
with her--she talks too much. 
I like so many things about his girl, but I can't seem to 
get a word in edgewise. 
Do you think there is a chance of slowing her down or 
breaking her of this annoying habit? She's pushing for 
marriage, but I don't think I could live with such a 
talkative person. 
BACHELOR 
DEAR BACHELOR: An otherwise nttraetive and 
eligible young woman who's "pushing for m~rlage" should 
What is wrong here7 I can't believe I am worried for appreciate being told how she could improve her chances. 
nothing. Or isn't it any of my business? Tell her. And if she's hopeless, seize the first 
CONCERNED AUNT opportunity to get a word in edgewise. And make it, 
"Goodbye." 
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